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commenced to put in some extra hard
drilling getting ready for the big
event. The first order was that 1m.
encampment would be held from August 1st! to 15th, but for some reason
this was changed from July 15 to
August 1st. Owing to this midde
change in dates Capt. Enfield will be
unable to attend, and Lieut. C. R.
Echols will be in charge of the com-
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busy suddenly, and to be on hand
promptly at each practice. It is
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will arrive Friday noon, together with
Japanese and is employed as second
Mr. ani Mrs. Vernon Sundt are the
the Artesia and Alamogordo compancook at the Hotel Castaneda In this
New York, July 13. Roseben, at ies.
baby boy.
By 'Saturday all the companies, provd paronts of a
city. He is said to be industrious and
one time the greatest sprinter on the
a man of good habits.
numbering about 500 soldiers, will be (The young man is a nephew of V. H.
American turf, has been retired to here.
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the same time there is no law against Roseben broke down after his
ten days ago when he was the mea white girl.
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dium of a heavy plunge by Davy
Johnson, his owner. He won hundreds
A number of the town people are of thousands of dollars In bets and
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that may be met now upon even on him tin day he established a sevstreet.
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Teheran, July 13. Thousands of nationalists entered this city at 5 o'clock
this morn.'ng by three gates and the
northern section of the city was soon
1n their hands. The shah is expected
momentarily (to take refuge in one of
the
"Royalist
foreign
legations.
centra!
the
troops are occupying
squ.tr e and it is believed the nationalises wlH attack their position should
the royalifts refuse to surrender.
Many royalists have deserted, and the
parliament building is in possesion
of Sipahdar and Sardahasad, nationalist leaders. The office of the
Telegraph company, the onIs working, is now under
that
line
ly
fire.
Indo-Europe-
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IS MATCHED
TO FIGHT KAUFMAN

Gener-

the revolutionists,

has surrendered to the government
authorities and turned over his steamers and munitions of war taken from
the government ten days ago:
Ministers Fear Attack x
Lapaz, July 13. The ministers of
Peru and Argentina are awaiting fin- -

Chicago, July 13. Jack Johnson,
colored heavyweight
champion,
yesterday accepted the guarantee or
$10,000 for a twenty round fight with
Al Kaufman, the Pacific coast heavyweight on August 7. The battle will
take place at tue Mission club in
San Francisc.

the
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The convantion
Boston, July
of the Catholic Educational associa
tion opened hers this morning. The
delegates were greeted by Archbishop
O'Connel. Many distinguished educa
tors of the Catholic church ars pre
sent. The purpose of the meeting is
to bring about a closer
of Cathol'o educators.
13.
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al Ortiz, chief

Boston, July 13. Large receipts, av
erage shipments and firm price arc
features of the local wool market.
Considerable new business is reported at a tme which is usually dull.
Bot'i domestic and foreign grades fig
ure in the trading. It Is estimated
4,000,000 pounds rf Montana wool has
changed hands in the last ten days,
the bulk eelling In its natural sate at
26 cents.

p

SENATE COMMITTEE

FULL CONFESSION

WILL

GIVE DETAILED

STATEMEN
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San Francisco, July 13. Chris C.
Johnson, who was sentenced yesterday to seven years in Folsom prison
for bigamy, Is said to have confessed
today that he is "John Madson" wanted throughout the country for bigamy
and swindling women, under the promise of marriage. Johnson's confession is full of Inconsistencies and the
police do not give it full credence.
Johnson declares he has been married
to so many women he cannot count
them off hand.
"In 1906," he said, "I quit my basi-nesbuying horses, and from that day
mad- - a living b7 marrying and making love to women, getting their money and deserting them."'

s

"

iJe claims to have made love to
ten women at once at Portland, Ore.,
and admits he got money from most
of them. "Johnson said while he got
money fr;om his victims he spent It
all tn them. "They kept me broke all
the time," he said.
,
Johnson was born in Germany and
formerly lought horses for the government. He married his first wife,
Mrs. Mary Brown, in Springfield,
Mass., in 1905. He says he only married one woman under the name of
Madson, getting $1,800 from her, "because she said the loved him."
,
Johnson gives a list of eighteen of
his victims, scattered throughout the
country.
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in progress, but the result will not Athletic club here tonight lor a
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takfew
even
of
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money
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there.
and band
There are two active candidates to ers, that Nelson will not put Wolgast
succeed Rush L. Holland, the retiring out in ten rounds. Nelson does not
fighter and th
grand exalted ruler. They are J. V. claim to be a
Bammis and August Hermann, with backers of Wolgast believe that if he
W, H. Atwood, of Dallas, Texas, as a 'starts in Red sets a hot pace, that he
will be able to outpoint Nelson all the
possible dark hors.
way.
Its
i Kansas
City is strengthening
A
crowd is certain
The automobile fever has Las Vegas
chances every day to land next year's
reunion, although Seattle, Cincinnati, to pack the arena tonight because of in its grip and i poll made by The
etroit are making a the thousands of visitors in tho city Optic shows that a total of twenty-- !
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attending the Elks' annual reunion.
hard
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looking sight with
and descriptions, are now owned by
broken
a
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local citizens, with at least half a dozspring and other troubles of a more
en or more contracted for. Besid9s
or less1 serious nature.
these there are any number whi have
So badly used up was the machine,
the automobile craze, but hnvng the
was
that it
abandoned here and the
wherewithal to 'satisfy said' Craze, is
party left this afternoon for Santa Fe
another fctory.
on No. 1. The motor t car will be
Las Vegas is an ideal town for
to
at
the
PuicV
shipped
repair shop,
motor cars, as it has beautiful streets
Roswell in a few days, where 't will
and any number of fine, level country
The various companies of the Na- ing the Artesia company:
undergo a complete overhauling, after
"The Artesia company of the Na- highways where automobiles can be
which it may do service again for the tional Guard in the territory are workaUvantae. Perhaps no town
.
territory.
ing overtime drilling for the territorial tional Guard will fo from here, to Las vscsl to
is so ideal in this re
in
the
to
annual
attend
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15th,
which
Vegas,
Thursday
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of
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open
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roads' auto as it was named, but the of (this week at the rifle range, north encampment of the New Mexico Na- spect as the Meadow City.
'
The latest additions to the local
tional guard. Orders to that effect
bad roads put the car on the bum, of the city.
The Pecos Valley News, published were received from Adjt. Gen. Ford, auto colony are E. D. Raynokl. .Trx
hence it would seem that it was. after
at Artesia, has ihe following regard Sunday, and preparations were at once Danziger, A. T. Rogers, jr., and II. W.
all,
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fi-s- t
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ing the cost of woolen and cotton
clothing, shoes and. other necesclties
of life. This statement
will - show
that the rates on shoes have been
reduced; with no increase on: woolen
and cotton goods.
A list of 500 decreases will then follow, with 75 increases, an effort! being
made to show that the latter are not
really increases but provisions for
the collection of the rates fixed by
Mngley law and set aside by

FEVER IS

EPIDEMIC IN LAS VEGAS

ROADS' AUTO ON BUM
Tired, dusty and disgusted, Territorial Land Commissioner Robort P.
Ervien, Mrs. Ervien and son, Howell,
with H. A. Hart, chauffeur, at the
wheel, arrived In Las "Vegas shortly
after noon todaj in the territorial
gooi roads' automobile, from Clayton.
Union county, where about ten days
ago, the party went In the big motor
car.
. The automobile barely held
sufficiently to be driven to tlm city,
the party having been on the road
since last Friday, trying to reacts here
from Clayton. The return trip was a
aeries of accidents, in which the'ear
each timn was the chief sufferer, and
when It arrived here It was a sorry

Washington, July 13. The confer
ees on the tariff bill this morning
It is
took up the lumber schedule.
expected that the house will make a
strong fight for dollar lumber which
was defeated in the senate. After a
short discussion the lumber schedule
will probably be put over till later.
Members of the 6enate finance com
mittee have prepared a statement, replying to the charges that the senate amendments will result in increas

Martin, ali of whom have purchased

hlgpower touring cars within
pasc ten days.

the

In addition to the autos, there are
also five motor-cycle- s
owned bv resi
dents of this city.
The a'iomobil3 owners to date
follow
David A. Sulior, Bacharach "Bros.
Dr. H. M. Smith, Mayor K. D. Goodall,.
Arthur Ilfeld, Herman Ilfeld, A. T.

Rogers, jr., Charley Rogers, William
Harper, R. J. Taupert, William Adlcm.,
William Strickfadden, E. C. Butler.
Dr. R. A. Morley, Dr. M. F. Dej Mar-aiWilliam White, J. U. Hand, H. C.
Wesner, F. J. Gehring, A. A. Jones, D.
T. Hoskins, F. B. January,
O.
E.
Bu-c- h,
Maurice Dnnzig-er- .
E. D.
Jor, ph Danziger and ft W.
'Martin.
s,

Ray-Dolil- s.
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netting him handsomely.

Mount Pleasant, Utah, July 33.
In to vicinity or Freedom there are

Kexall

is any vitality in the bair roots
Hair Tonic will positively

"93"

grow new hair and cure baldnesi. We
ant you to try this preparation at our rUk.
Well return the money you paid ui if yoo
ar not entirely satisfied. Two sixet, 50c
and $ 1. 00.
E. G. Murphey, The Rexall Store.
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Little Willie Say, pa, what
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the town. Chicago News.
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In Gallup, where he will appear in
hours last evening. He was to en be given up though on account of the
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Work on the new Harvey house at land will be purchased unless a sat gets his sheepsKin,"
in the Santa Fe lailway depot In the Lamy Is to be started this week. The isfactory agreement can be reached sage of Sageville, "the college youth
Williams' Indian Pile Ointment wll
A Contented Woman
Capital city of New Mexico, was here contract has been awarded and between the trustees and the owner expresses a willingness to accept
mire Blind, Bleedng and Itching Piles.
remunerative position."
Is always found in the same bouse
yesterday, enroute for Denver cn a amounts to $25,000. The main Ftruc-- of the land east of Tucumcari.
It absorbs the tumors, allays Itching
The land question will be settled
"And then what?" queried the man with Ballard's Snow Liniment.
vacation trip of indefinite duration. ture' will be 85x85 feet and will have
It at once, acts as a poultice, giveB
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crew, has been dismissed from ser- the court around which the building the buildings. The Quay county do- party, "he begins to hustle for any cuts, burns and scalda and; cures itching of the private parts. Sold by
nations
will be advanced by capital kind of Job that will enable him to rheumatism, neuralgia, lumbago and
vice for reasons that are deemed is to be erected. The grounds are to
mail BOc and $1.00, WiV
soreness and stiffness. druggists,
sufficiently good by the power? that be jarked 500 fe-- t on all sides. The ists until the first donation of five make good with his landlady." Chi all muscu'ar
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company has acquired all the water thousand dollars la made by the ter- cago News.
O. For sale by Center Block Drug
Block Depot Drug Co.,
Center
.
Albert Renz has accepted a posl rights in Apache canon and proposes ritory.
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Who be you?" asked the old farm
tion as cashier and telegraph operator to make Lamy a beauty spot
woman does discover her
a
When
A Golden "Wedding
er as the stranger came through the
at the Santa Fe station in Silver City, Word comes from San Fraacisco
Ideal man she nearly always finds
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$3,000
in commencing treatmeat for stops chronic coughs that weaken the
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Aspinwall,
Harry
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ver does its duty 365 days out 365.
boarders. I want them to look
a slight irregularity that could have constitution and develop Into conbuquerque offices of the Santa Fe, badly hurt while pcting as a yardman, The only way to do this Is to keep city
and Phillip A. Bailey, bonus tlmikeep-e- r by collision between the caboose he Ballard's Herblne in the hous? and pleasant"
cured quickly by Foley's Kid sumption, but heals and strengthens
'Yeou do, eh? Well, be gosh, yeou been
t f the Santa Fe, passed through wa . riding in an! some freight cars. take It whenever your liver gets inresult in a serious the lungs. It affords comfort and
60 cents per bottle. Sold bv better take their pictures before din ney Remedy may
active.
for Detroit, Mich., where they will He was cared for at the Hotel Dleu, Center Block
disease.
Kidney Rem relief in the worst cases of chronic
Foley's
kidney
Depot Drug Co.
ner if you want them to look pleasbuilds up the worn out tissues bronchitis, asthma, hay fever and
the company's hospital in El Paso,
vlsU for a few wfeks.
edy
ant" Chicago News.
and strengthens these organs. O. G. ung trouble. O. G. Schaefer and Red
The body of Mrs. Roy Sharp, wife wheie the surgeon did a poor Job in
Nell "I never knew such a quarrel
Cross Drug Co.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
of a bonus clerk at Clovis, passed sett'ng his leg. It is probable that some girl as Ma.ide." Belle "That's
Two matrons of a certain western
through this city for Raton, in which he will always be lame from the ef- right. Half the time she isn't on city, whose respective matrimonial
city she formerly resided with her fects of this accident.
speaking terms with her own cons ventures did not in the first Instance
After a ten hours' run and within cience."
husband. Her death was sudden and
WHS
prove altogether satisfactory, met at
just 300 yards of his destination,
unexpected from heart trouble.
a woman's club one day, when the
first matron remarked:
Ctnductcr W. W. Chandler ot the Frank Simmons, passenger engineer
Tortured On A Horse.
or ten years I couiant ride a
north end took a fatal nap in Raton on the Rock Island, sustained h com
"Hattie, I met your 'ex' dear ld
edTABLkSHED 1862
.the other day, in that it cost htm the pound fracture of his knee when an horse without being In torture from Tom, the day before yesterday. We
eastbound passenger train jumped a piles," writes L. S.
Napier, of Rug talked much of you."
price of his Job. His car haj been
A.
"Is that so?" asked the other matC.
to
Conductor
Bruce, switch in the Tucumcari yard1? last less, Ky., "when all doctors and oth
assigned
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and jumped for his anteed by all druggists.
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q throttle, however,
life before the front wheels struck the
"Honest! He said he was
switch. The train was badly piled up.
Many a man's failure is due to his
sorry, though, he added, he didn't
And if so, won't you need new
Five head of horses and a mule having aimed too high with a short-rang- e know the man personally.1' July Lip- ,
gun.
colt broka out of the pasture .In which
pincott's Magazine.
they wer grazing, Monday, and got
e
Cents Is the Price of
on the railroad track east of town Twenty-FivAfter Benjamin Harrison had retir
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ed as president and resumed the
reports the Braymer, Mo., Comet
When No. 8 rajie along, instead of The terrible Itching and smarting, practice of law, lie found himself asleaving the track, they stuck to It and Incident to certain skin diseases, is sociated with Mr. Knox, then, as now,
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will make my own terms; you arleft the track. None of the aalmals
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Our line of Trunks is the most complete in the Territory, including
from Albuquerque, the other night, Ruggles, Reasnor, Iowa,
manufactured by iKe
and the fees when I tell you that my fee
had
I
suld
doctors
Steamer trunks and the popular Bureau Trunks. Prices $2.00 to f 40.00.
consumption,
was not so heavily Insured as report
I got 'no better until I took Foley's in that case waa $25,000."
Suit Cases of every grade and description, f 1.00 to 25.00.
ed. However, his estate In cash
and Tar. It stopped the hemremost
Honey
interesting,"
"Ah,
indeed,
will
and
certificates,
perhaps
property
Club Bags in all sizes and qualities, 25c to 120.00.
orrhages and pain In my lungi and" plied the Pittsburger. "Well, Genaggregate upwardn of $30,000. For they are now as sound as
bullet
Canvas Telescopes, all sizes, extra strong, 90c to $2.60:
SOLD BY ALL LEADING DRUGGISTS the past twenty-fiv- e
years or more O. G. Schaefer pnd Red Cross Drug eral Harrison, my fee was $100,000."
Hartford Times.
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the chief executive, Captain(Dtnver Republican)
Indications multiply that President bald W. Butt, nl. military aid; AsAr
Taf;'s announced Itinerary fnr h;f sistant Secretary M'schler, Major
tbur Brooks, who tn addition to being
ern mi so'iihern trip thl3 fall
the president's confidential messen
may be materially extended. The ger, is commanding orncer ot tne
-clored
prerident himself did not Include In first separate batalllon ot
d
the tentative Hat which was publish-- troops In the District of Columbia,
all of the places where he expecU and two secret ncrvlce men, James
to stop lt,ng enough to make an
Sloan, who was with President Roose'Jack"
and
recep- velt for seven years,
and hold a brief car-enot Wheeler, who has accompaniei Mr.
tion. Tho Itinerary was mad
tho.se cities where the president will Taft since his election to office.
The porters and cook assigned to
.spend from one to three days.
.Strong ctforts will be made by con- the president whenever he travels
gressmen and state officials to have have been traveling with presidents
the president stop for a few minutes for a great manv years. Will S. Anat least
nearly all the towns of ap- derson, the porter, was promoted to
size
through which his train presidential service In 1901. and was
preciable
will pass in tho daylight hours. Al- witii President Ilcosevelt on all his
d
travels. J. C. Broadus, the chef to
ready the president has been
with such requests. He has the president whJe enroute, began his
suggested to all of his callers and presidential service under President
correspondents tbat they tak3 the McKinley, and has caused both Pres
ident Roosevelt and President Taft to
with him later.
niatier
During the tri,is he has mad thus marvel a, the wonderful meals he
far the piesident. has adhered to the turns out of the tiny kitchens which
carry. The third mempolicy of journeying In a single pri- private
trains. ber of the crew, E. B. Letcher, has alvates car sttached to regular
however, so seen service under three residOn his far western trlD.
where trrins ara run heavier and a ents. Letcher usually acts as waiter.
Tnree Men on Engine
than in the
Intervals
longer
The railroads In 'taking every preeast, it is likely the president will
have to fellow the policy of hU pre- caution fcr comfort and safe convey
a srecir.l ance of the president have thr9 men
decessors In chartering
in Bsneciailv if he stops at. the always on the engine. Sometimes the
smaller cities that dot the way be- third man may be the division mperJntendent. Always there Is a repre
tween the large places.
Much
sentative of the traffic department on
Need
Will
Help
The president expects to be away board with authority to take control
railroad?
for two months and will have . to In any emergency. The
the
to
much
by
presid.wt
carry
of
stenographers,
preier
carry a complement
a
clerks and telegraphers In aidltlon special train and often do so now-car
to
lis
in
preshauling
days
preference
to his sectetarles. Thus far the
idential party has heen confined to at the end of a regular train.
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BIG REDUCTION

SHE WAS

Mix two ounces of glycerine with
half ouoce of Virgin Oil of Pin
compound pure and a hair piut
straight whiskey. Shake well, and
take In doses of a teaspoouful every

ON

PARTICULAR

not a bit of use trying to please
neighbors," remarked Mrs. Deeson.
"I've done my best to be neighborly
four hours. This mixture possese with Mrs. Harker, I'm sure. I put on
the healing, healthful profiles of my best clothes and called almost be
the Pines and will break a cold in U fore the movers had gone away. Then
Just to show her
hours and cure any cough that W that very afternoon,
I didn't want to put on airs, I
that
formula
this
In
put
curable.
having
borrowed some fluor from her."
np, be sure that your druggist uses
"I always found Mrs. Harker very
the genuine Virgin Oil of Pine
friendly when she lived near me, said
pure, prepared and guaranteed Mrs. Deeson's caller.
"Oh, she's friendly enough. It's Just
only by the Leach Chemical Co., Cinthat she's a little too sulpBy to suit
cinnati. O.
me. I used to use her telephone a
lot It was unlimited and I couldn't
always be going to the drug store with
ROSWEIL DOTS INVENT
my nickel, and hers was so handy that
AXLE I used to go over often. She never
had much to say, but I asked her one
day how she liked doing her own work.
Eight thousand five hundred dollars She said she wouldn't mind it if sheI
door.
is the e urn In cash, that has been offer bad some one to tend the
think the remark tactful, as 1
ed Grover Cleveland Welter and Stu- didn,'t
had been there three times that day."
art Jackson Welter, sons of Police
"Maybe she didn't mean anything,
Judge A. J. Welter, of Roswell for t always found her very willing to do
the patent right to the United States for others."
axle
lubricator
"That's the way I am always helpfor a
device to be used on automobiles, ing some one. One day I ran in to see
if she had her coal
going and
heavy wagons, binders, etc. This of when I saw it was I range
her to let
asked
fer came from a firm In Quebec, Can- me
put a pot roast on and save my
a
from
on
offer
Chicago gas. Of course I offered to help her
ada, and
machine firm says they will give any time.
"'Thank you, she said. 'Perhaps
$1,600 for the state rights of Indiana
and Illinois.' Both offers were turn yon won't mind letting baby go to marout
ed down by the young Inventors who ket with you; he's fretting to be
some pies.'
claim that they will receive 150,000 of "doors and I want to bake
'Oh, very well,' I said, though I
for the United States rights.
don't like pushing baby cabs. Til take
Stuart Jackson Welter Is now at hlra along.' I did and she acted very
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We hare a good variety of Rubber
Tire Buggies and Surreys which
we are offering at a bargain.
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Co.
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Everything in the building lineLowest prices
A complete stock of wall paper.
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Fairbanks, Alaska, and his bi other hateful afterward."
"That isn't like Mrs. Harker," comGrover Cleveland Welter is conduct
mented
the caller.
his
with
store,
a
confectionery
ing
"Maybe she thought she had rea
brother Gray Welter at RoswelL
son to be mad. I left her baby in front
Grover Cleveland Welter who la of the
grocery while I went into the
r
years of age la des market and as I went out at the othonly twenty-foutined to becomo a second Edison in er door I forgot the child. Anyway.
reputation as an inventor.
He will leave Roswell in a few days
for the east to dispose of his selfgreasing axle device, which can be
PAPER BEING PUT
added at an extra cost of 20 cents per
NEW POSTAL PACT
wheel or 80 cents a vehicle.
TO WONDERFUL USE The young man to the ordinary, obMADE WITH MEXICO
server, is not a specimen that would
even passing commendatory
create
drawn
American)
(Scientific
up
A postal pact has been
comment.
Small in stature, little
manufactures
German
annually
between the government of the Unitabout 130 and altogether
head,
weight
2C0.000
s
of
425,000
toi
paper, England
ed States and" Mexico which it agreean
not
observant person would
what
able to the postal departments of the ton3. France 190,000 tons, Austria
out
talented inventor. How.
a
for
pick
120.000
tons.
two nations concerned, will result in 155,000 tors, and Italy
ever, he is as "independent as a nog
inhabitants of either country being But the United States makes- and on ce, and comes as
nearly super
all
Euro?? the
able to seiid to a resident of the other uses mora paper than
his own affairs as the illusvising
lo
annval
The
amounting
production
country a money order direct.
man he was named after.
tons. A French Journal men- trious
pact is new in the hands of the postto his claims he has an
According
master general of Mexico and it is tions the . follow'ng novel uses of pa- application in the patent office on a
understood lacks only his signaturf per in America:
will revolutionize the
and compressed device that
to bo made ready to become effective Roofs ot pap-in large department
mailing
industry
wood pulp have rrven successful. A
in tiie portal department.
etc. The new ma
factories,
stores,
Aa article In the Postmaster's Ad- Chicago firm mokes paper garments chine will address and stamp one hunvocate from Maxlco City concerning which are so light, flexible, and con- dred and twenty letters a minute, or
in
are
used
ven'ent
that
largely
Uiey
order
international
Agremoney
the
two a second. For this process it will
hospitals. The paper is made of the
ement reads as follows:
that stamps be furnished by
require
"A postal agreement between tho bark of the paper mulberry tree and the government without glue.
and finely craped. SevUnited States and Mexico unflar the is
Young Welter said: "I'm working
are
sheets
eral
superposed and sewn behind closed doors on an air ship
provisions of which it Is made possible for the postmasters of Mexico together. The garments have narrow that I have perfected and In a tew
"I Didn't Until She Asked."
and the United States to draw inter- weelen bindings, buttons, 'outtonhulos months I will Rive a demonstration,
and
o.ther
cigars
Paper
fastenings.
direct
upon
orders
national money
it will be one that will rise and fl7 It didn't hurt him to sit there in the
whatever postoffice is desired in are made by steeping paper pulp for even against the strongest wind; ana sunshine, and I .couldn't be expected
so
either country has reached the post- ten days in & decoction of cigar clip- will be commanded at the will of the to remember everything with
much on my mind."
master general of Mexico for his for- pings, passing it between cylinders operator.
"When did you remember him?"
and rolling the sheets into th3 form
"I've got the problem of the air
mal signature.
."I didn't until she asked. I offered
"Under the system now in opera of a ciga
solved," said he, "my ideas are right to go after him as soon as I had put
Paper bottles and grain bag? are and I will show to the world an air my dinner on to cook, though I really
tion when monev orders are issued
A recent inwantmade in Philadelphia,
ship that will make the latest invent- - hadn't time to go back. Still, I
by the postal authorities of either
to do the right thing. Was she
Rhlch.
ed
horseshoe
is
the
vention
paper
the
send
to
is
look
tion
necessary
insignificant
country Jt
satisfied? Not she! She had her hat
Nuevo according to the inventor, Is more duorder to Laredo, Texas, or
on in a jiffy didn't even stop to wipe
iron
tha
as
as
than
well
an
rable
Into
lighter
and
Cholera
Chamberlain's Colic,
Laredo, Mexico, for exchange
the flour oft her hands and flew down
Diarrhoea Remedy the Bst
order of the country upon which it shoe and eliminates all danger of in
the stairs as if some one was going to
jury to thu hoof as It is attached, not
eat the child."
and Surest.
was drawn "
"Doubtless she was worried."
by nails, but by cement. Two Ger
International
1S00
the
wben
Since
affords me pleasure to stat that
"It
"What a fuss about a little thing!
have invented a sort
known
as
money order system between Mexico man engineers
the
I consider
preparation
The
pababy hadn't cried much. A little
of
of
reinforced
composed
paper,
and America was Inaugurated, every
Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and crying Is good for children. Well, she
raw
Unen
and
silk,
money order coming from Mexico to per pulp, canvas,
Diarrhoea Remedy the best and sur- was real frosty with me for a time.
the United Statos has been addressed reinforced with steel wire. Th new est of good results of any I havs ever But I don't bear any malice, so one
to the postmaster of Laredo. There it material is light, waterproof, fire used In my family," says P. E.
day when she was baking I asked her
of Mount Aerial, Ky. This is to exchange pies with me, since it is
Is taken in charge by the clerks of proof and suitable for the construe
the universal verdict of all who use not much more trouble to bake two
the international money order depart tlon of versels, including warships, au this
remedy. Its cures are so prompt pies than one. Her pies are awfully
for
ment, inspected and revised and ad- tomobiles, and other vehicles,
and effectual that people take plea- good so are mine, for that matter,
and
street
many
pavements,
dressed to the intended recipient railways,
sure In recommending it. For sale though I hate the trouble of making
by all dealers.
where the money Js paid in the same othev uses.
'em.
manner as with the domestic money
"She had some unexpected company
OWNS
Many a fellow robs Peter to' pay the next week and so she asked me
order. When the new agreement goes GOODWIN'S WIFE
MAGNIFICENT AUTOMOBILE Paul and then forgets to pay Paul.
for a pie. I gave her one I got from
into effect all this will be done away
the
bakery."
with and the new system will be
13. When Mrs. Nat
don't wonder she "
"I
London.
July
of
with
If
domestic
kidney
symptoms
the
of
people
as
that
as simple
it was a good enough pie, and
"Oh,
Good
Edna
was
Miss
who
their
Goodwin,
or bladder trouble could realize
money order. The International monI didn't feel like baking that day.
the actress, and her mother, danger tbey would without loss of
"I borrowed some eggs of her a long
ey orders from that time will be sent rich,
arrived at the time commence taking Foley's Kid. time
direct to the payee and it is under- Mrs. Elizabeth Adams,
ago when they first moved In.
stood the work, of revising the money Euston railway station yesterday ney Remedy. This great remedy Of course I Intended to return them at
Lusltania they stops the pain and the Irregularities, once, but somehow it slipped my mind.
orders will fall to the money order from the steamship
met
luxurious
were
the
"by
touring car strengthens and builds up these or- As soon as I did think of those eggs
clerk of the postoffice in the town
was one of Mr. Goodwin's wed' gans and there is no danger of I rushed right over with 'em made a
which
Is
received.
where the money order.
Bright s disease or other serious dis special trip. Was she grateful? No,
ding 'presents to his bride. It is
order. Do not disregard the early I should say not. She said I borChassis
How's This!
symptoms. O. G. Schaefer and Red rowed the eggs when they were 60
and cost $9,000. In it sleeping faci- Cross Drug Co.
Recents a dozen and returned them when
Dollars
Hundred
One
We offer
they were 10 cents, and that I OuLt
ward for any case of Catarrh that lities for two passengers and a chaufcannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh feur are provided in the inclosed
The flight oil time isn't any swifter to pay the difference.
"I didn't borrow money.' I told
Cure. F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toieao, body. There are cooking and dining in fly time.
her. 'I borrowed eggs and here they
Ohio.
accommodations for five and seats for
are.
We, the undersigned, have known nine.
Running hot and' cold water Proper Treatment for Dysentery and
" 'You ought to make xip the extra
F. J. Cheney for the last 15 years,
Diarrhoea.
and believe him perfectly honorable and a copper bath under the rear seat
cost ot the eggs you got ot me,' she
in all business transactions and finan- are among the novel features. An ice The great mortality from dysentery said.
cially able to carry out any obliga- box, storage box for both, provisions and diarthoea Jk due to a lack of
"'I never knew that a dozen eggs
tions made by his firm. WALDING, and clothes, windows, both, screened
was more than a dozen eggs,' I anfirst
treatment
at
the
stages
proper
KINNAN & MARVIN, Wholesale and
glazed and a score ot other of the disease. Chamberlain's Colic, swered, putting them on the table,
Druggists, Toledo, Ohfd.
'and they are the last thing I'll ever
Hall's Catarh Cure is taken Inter- things that make an ordinary Pull Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy Is
and borrow of you.'
effectual
medicine,
reliable
and
man
blood,
the
look
oar
hotel
like
a
upon
country
nally, acting directly
"Thank goodness! They are cheap
and mucous surfaces of the system. are included in the accommodations. when given in reasonable timj will
at
that price!' said the spiteful thing.
consequence.
any
Prlc
75c
dangerous
prevent
free.
sent
Testimonials
"I
haven't been inside her door since
use
for
in
has
been
years
many
It
all
Druggists.
per bottle. Sold by
The man who talks to himself hears and has always met with unvarying then! Neighborly, Indeed!" Chicago
Take Hall's Family Fills for
success. For sale by, all dealers-Dallv News.
a lot of silly remarks.
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GROSS KELLY
(Incorporated)

WHOLESALE CIEHSHAHTS

,

anil Doalera In

WOOL. HIDES

and PELTS

Houses ad
Cast las Vegas, M.M.. Albuquerque, Mm AT., Tuoumomrl,
Mm Mm,
Pooom, Mm M., Logan, Mm Mm, Trinidad. Colorado
BAIN WAGONS,

the Best Farm Wagon made

RACINE" SATT LEY CO., Vehicles
NAVAJO BLANKETS

Retail Prices:
or more, each delivery, 20c per 100 lbs.
lbs., to 2,000 lbs., each delivery, 25c per 100 lbs.
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs., each delivery, 30c per 100 Ibsi
50 lbs., to 200 lbs., each delivery, 40c per 100 lbs.
Less than 50 lbs., each delivery, 50c per 100 lbs.

3,000 lbs.,
1,000

PURA COMPANY

AQUA

Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the
purity and lasting- qualities of which have made Las Vegaa
-

famous.

Office:

701 Douglas avenue.

Browne & Ilaiizaoares to.
WHOLESALE GROCERS

,

Her-rlngto- n,

Seeds and Sssdsni
Wool, Hides and Pelts.
All kinds of Native Products.
Grain Sacks, Hay Presses.

Wholesalers of Drugs and Patent Medicines.
High, Explosives, Fuse and Caps.

Headquarters in the Territory for

)L0WS, AERiCULTURAL
FULL

OF

LINE

UKLI

SOAP

era Bar

r,

.

MEXICAN

fPLEftlEHTS

HotMixrj

Pahsi'a Draught--

,

J
CD kCTi

If
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Ju3t above St. Anthony's sanitarium the machine encountered an
Invisible obstacle that almost stopESTABLISHED 1379.
ped progress. The breeze from the
north was so heavily laden with the
PUBLISHED BV
odor of carrion that It was almost ImThe Optic Publishing Company possible to continue along the road,
r
lUOKPORiTltl
By dint of perseverance and handker.
chiefs, however, we went along far
M, M. PADGETT
EDITOR enough i? discover the cause of the
trouble. About four hundred yards
above the city limits, at the right of
the road, there,-- Is a large garbage
heap. In this lay several animals and
Entered at the PostofOoe at East fowl in a rather advanced stage of
Laa Vegas, N M., an second-dac- a
decomposition.
cs
Batter.
Inquiry has developed the fact that
not more than forty-fivdays ago the
RATE8 OF SUBSCRIPTION.
county commissioners had this garbage heap cleaned away. Since then
Daiy i
Per Tear by Carrier
...".'.$7.00 some i Irresponsible and unthinking
Per Month by Carrier
.65 person or persons who should be In
vile for about a week, have
Per Week y Carrier
jo durance
been industriously engaged In dumpWeekly.
ing city refuse there. This should be
One Tear
.......$2.00 6topped.
Six Months
i.oo
Four hundred yards from, the city
limits is too near for a dumping
THE COMMERCIAL CLUB.
ground. The Ootic would like to
know who has been and is doing this
Tonight is the regular meeting sort of thing. If we find out we'll
night of the directors of the Commer- see that they stop it
o
cial club and It Is hoped that the
MERCHANTS
AND THE MI'.ITIA.
entire directorate will be present.
In times past it has been rather
On the fifteenth of tnis month the
difficult to obtain a quorum of any
territorial
National Guard will go into
organization that ha to do with the
welfare, present and prospective of camp about a mile north of tha asythis city. The city council has this lum. . Every city In the territory will
difficulty and the Commercial flub senj a full and well drilled company;
has it That the members of at least and Las Vegas should not be found
one city organization do not take snf--i lacking.
The members of tin local
flclent interest in the town to attend company are anxious to make t good
the regular meetings is passing showing at the encampment, but thev
strange. Let the Commercial club di- are encountering obstacles and diffirectors set a good example by turn- culties in the nature of the adverse
wishes of their employers that, !f not
ing out in force tonight.
removed, will preclude even a medioIT SHOULD BE STOPPED.
cre' showing. Tills Is greatly to' bo
regretted. The business men who em-- 1
Riding for one's health is ordinarily ploy boys who are members cf the
an enjoyable pastime.We did It Las Vegas company should be glad
yesterday aftenaoon" and we know to allow them to go into camp. Leavwhereof we speak. A fortunate friend ing the patriotic question aside, the
had mercy la pne of the earth's low- encampment' amounts to a vacation,
ly denizens and took us for a. sjrtm and after a vacation employees are
in his car,1 not a street car, either, worth more to their employer!, than
through, both sides of the town and they wera before. Moreover, we unaround Its outskirts And we had an derstand that it is the legal duty of
appetite when we returned, a tre- tho.-.- who employ members of the
mendous appetite. As our bosom National Guard to allow them to perfriend Billy Baxter has it, we were form their militia duties, of which
hungry enough to eat a raw dog. this camp duty Is one.. We are inThis carnlveroua thought reminds us. formed that there is no intention of
During the course of the ride "we enforcing this legal duty, but if our
went, or rather 3tarted, out the Mora lo"?a' company cannot mak-- j the

Cite gaily (Optic
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JULY
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road.

Wtch

Have You Ever Had Comfortable Feel?
If Not Try Our Metallic "Foot Eaer."
It eases tired feet. It relieves Rheumatism.
broken arch.

It supports a

PFICE $2.ob

If not satisfactory

return the "Foot Eazer" and
price. For sale

atHedgecocks
Douglas Avenue.

j

Gents' Silveroid Case, with a
,

H

;

,

.

'

i

TO OTHERS.

A LESSON

As one Indication of the progress
that Is going on! In New Mexico, we

republish from the Rio Grande1 Republican a summary of the Improvements in Las Cruces. The inhabitants of our soutnern neighbor are to
be complimented on their zeal and
energy in providing themselves with
one of the best business streets In
the territory. And they have a street
roller, and can get money with which
to do a lot more to better a town
that, within the next ten years, will
be one of the oiggest towns in New
Mexico:
"It might be of Interest to our
readers to know that Las Cruces has
the best street in the territory.
That 151 cars of material were
used In the construction of Main
street.
That this material weighed 9,039,-93pounds.
That this marlal cost $2,404.51 f.
o. b, Courchesne station.
That the freignt charges were
0

That there was paid for labor on
street $3,232.92.
That the engineer of the steam

Main

roller was paid $364.00.
That the coal and repairs and expenses of road roller .were $426.72.
That Las Cruces was the first town

In New Mexico to own

,;Las

its own steam

H.

A.

J.

TAUPERT,
Vegas, N. M.

e

record-breakin-

11

u ii inn

,.

jewel ELGIN or

$5.50

COMPARISON OP OUK PKICES

Jeweler and Optician.
-:-

g

OOO

-

road roller, codtlng $3,300.00.
That Las Crucea has approximately
eight miles of cement sidewalks.
RECUHD BREAKING
That these wa'ks were all construct
ed within the past nine months."
TRIP FROM DENVER
That Las Cruces received a higher
price for public improvement bonds
Superintendent 3. W. RaynoUs, of
than any town in New Mexico."
the territorial penitentiary at Santa
Fe, left f v the Capital City this afterBIG RAIN TEMPERS
noon, accompanied by his bright lit.
tle sons, Dick and Bob, who had been
HEAT;' WAS NEEDED the contested guests of Grandpa and
Grandma Jeffersoa Raynolds at Lonesome Hurst on Hot Springs boulevard
"This afternoon about 2 o'clock a
for ten deys.
timely rain set in, which extended
Mr. RajDolds pulled into Las Vegas
not only over the immediate vicinity
shortly after 7 o'clock last evening
of Las Vegas, but all over this sec- with his brother, E. D.
Raynolds mation. The downpour here was steady nipulating the lever of a Chilmers-Detroi- t
automobile which wa& pur
and thoroughly soaked the ground,
the rain being still in progress late chased by Mes3.-s- . E. D. and II. M.
this sfteriioon.
Raynolds in beaver and driven to
Yeterday like Sunday was another this city by the above named brother.
warm day,, the thermometer registerThe running time from Denver to
ing ' 99 degrees in the shade again, Las Vegas, a distance of 362 miles,
rr ds afternoon's rain had the ef-- ' was- tweniy-onhours. The trip over
' of
cooling off the temperature the Raton mountains - from Trinidad
considerably. The storm of today to Raton, twenty-fiv- e
miles, was made
was accompanied by considerable In two hours, while It required but
lightning and thunder.
forty minutes to cover the twenty
The storm northeast of this city miles from Watrous to this city.
was reported as especially severe and
This i3 a
trip bewas accompanied In some instances tween Denver and Las Vegas and is
'
by hail.
in striking contrast with tha time
made by the good roads' automobile,
BACHARACH BROS. GET
which the Raynolds. passed yesterday
JUDGMENT ON ACCOUNT this side of Springer, and which hobbled into the city today, much, the
worse for wear.
in
Chief
Juschambers.
Yesterday
tice William J. Mills gave a decision
'
CARD OF THANKS
In the case of Bacharach Bros., vs.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Lowe wish to
Raphael G. Lucero, number 6323 San
Miguel county. The Judgment was by sinyeiely thank these friends for their
default, and was dated July 12, 1909, loving kindness shown during
the
in favor of the plaintiff for $203.87, sickness and deah of their dear baby.
lior goods, wares aad merchandise.
Artaur Edward Lowe.

"'
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Ladies' Gold Filled Case, guaranteed with either
ELGIN or WALTHAM movement
$12.15

WE INVITE

,

e

showing that is expected, it will be
withdrawn. The territory cannot be
expected to maintain a branch of the
militia in a town whose business men
are so litt?e interested as to refuse to
little
allow their employees to do
camp duty. It .a to be hoped that
all tt our merchants will look at this
question In the pioper light and do
thel' part toward having Las .Vegas
do its part.

WALTHAM,-.-- .

-

Common Sense Shoe Store
614

Gents' Gold Filled Case guaranted 20 years, fitted
with a 17 jeweled, ELGIN or WALTHAM movement
$12.50

return the

we

Specials

which we are offering fur a short
time at SPOT CASH ONLY.

A few rpecials

Douglas Avenue.

IIAN KNCOKED

j

DOWN

BY RUNAWAY TEAM

Last evening about 6 o'clock pass--''
on the corner of Sixth street
and Douglas avenue, were horrified
to see two horses running up Dojgla .
avenue
toward
Seventh
street,
knock over a man who was crossing
'
the street
Geo. A. Fleming was driving a livery team belonging to M. L. Cooley.
when without any warning the horses
dashed up the etreet Mr. Fleming
kept the team well under control,
however, and stopped then within a
block.
J. Roe, a corral man at the Casta
neda, happened to be crossing the
street, but either from
or for pome other reason
did not notice the team dashing upon
him, until too late to avoid It Ha
was knocked down- and rolled over
once or twice, but was not hurt beyond being painfully bruised and haying Lis c;othes ruined.
It was fortunate Indeed that Mr.
Fleming; kept such a good hold' on the
team as he did, for otherwise a serious accident would have undoubb"
edly occurred.
ers-b-

y

absent-mindednes-

a class of boya
The "Anti-Cantin the Methodist Sunday school, will
tender their teacher, Miss Cora M.
(Duncan, a complimentary farewell reception this evening in the church,'
parlors, from S to 10 o'clock. The
boys will be in immediate charge of
every detail of the social function;
and it is desired that there be a full
attendance of members of the congregation and friends of Miss Duncan.

n

1

25 Per Cent Discount

GREAT REDUCTIONS IN ALL DEPARTMENTS.

Given On

Silk Specials

This Sale has been a goer from the very first day. There is a
reason. Those who have examined the qualities and correspondingly

11.25

Messalines, 36 inch black and 27 inch
colored Taffetas
1.50 Black Taffetas
"
1.75 "
2.25
65c China Silks, 27 inch
1.00 Rajah and Pongee Silks,
1.00 Crepe De Chines

'

Boys Wash Suits.

low prices,

We have at present a very complete line of Boys' Blouse
and Russsian Wash Suits. These are made from Linen,
galatea cloth, duck and madrass, and are guaranteed to

take advantage of the wonderful bargains which we offer.
you to look this advertisement over, and come examine the

Off

10

This is one of our most

E,PREE05-C- o
ROCHESTER K.T

thriving-depa-

Every Woman

rtments.

who bought shoes last season
has again favored us with her patronage this summer. For
Women we have the well known "E. P. Reed" make and the
'

"Krippendorf-Dittman."- J

'

-

Florsheim Shoe
II

The three cardinal virtues of a well made shoe are
Quality, Ease and Comfort. All of these are found in the

Florsheim.
!

it
ff
U

tc."
-

;

;s

$5.00 Patent colt, Calf and Vici, Oxfords and Shoes,
4.50 Patent colt, Calf and Vici. Oxfords arid Shoes,
4.00 Patent colt, Calf and Vici, Oxfords aria Shoes,

3. CO

e

7 Jo American and Simpkin Calicos
8 c Amoskeag Apron Checks .
12Jo Percales, 36 inches wide
;.
15o Manchester Percales 36 in wide
15c Cheviot Shirtings, 27 in wide
20c Economy Linen, any color will wash
20o Galatea Cloth, best make
15o

Toile Du Nord Ginghams

...

1....... .....

--

if
It

...

10c
J

J2c

He
.

uc

J2c
24c

t

Ladies' Onyx Hose

$2.50 Silk
1.50 Silk
65c Fancy
white,

Hose, double sole and knee, now
Hose, in all colors, now
lace lisle Hose, in black and
special
10 per cent off on all other Ladies'
Stockings.

iqc

$2.15
1.05

48o

lAOli

s

3!

,

e.LasVegas,

15o
15o

GHS

i4C
;

25o
20o

Ge

14c

i

79c
65o

"80
"60

Store or Quality"

The

A

.

49c

One lot of good quality Taffeta Ribbons.
No. 100 Regular 40c yd. now.
.'
"
35c yd. now
"
25c yd. now
"40 " 22jcyd. now
A discount of 20 per cent on all other ribbons.

ZZZZZT 12c
12c

12Jc Red Seal or Bates Seersucker Ginghams
25o Bernalillo Zephyrs 27, inch
;
I5e Real Manchester Chambray
35c Serpentine Crepes for Kimonas
25c Serpentine Crepes for Kimonas
........

r

;;.

.1.49
1.79

,

Ribbons

Sale at Bacharach's,

I

$4.50
4.05

merchan-dis-

Unusual Offerings to be Had at Any Time
During the July Clearance

On Ail

SHOES

We ask

and we feel sure that you will be well repaid.

wash. , Sizes 2j years to 10.
Now from

04c to $2.25 Each.

have told their friends and have brought them down to

Q8o

$1.29

N.M.

':

:

ON ENTIRE .STOCK OF

Laces and Bmb'roi'dees. including
Flouncings and Corset Covers.! Embroideries.

Allovers-Bandiftg-

s;

'

" "

LAS. VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

The rounds of these towns was
made in his official capacity as high
priest of the Mihonic order in Nw
Mexico.

AL

CLEARING SALE

Dr. J. De Andrl,

representing the
Davis, Brideham Medicine company
of Denver, Is in town today calling Twenty
per cent, discount .m ail
on the drag trade.
and Carriage uafv at Miss
viBlt
Bell has gone on
I
THE ROSENTHAL
to her father, A. D. Bell, who is In
the employ of tlm Santa Fe Ra'lway $1.95 for $3.50 Smith Axmiaster
company tt Lamy.
Rugs. 27x60.
J. D. Bratton U at the New Optic 3.65 for 5.50 Smith Axminster
from Lako Arthur, N. M.; O. L. Breed
Rugs, 36x72, only at
THE ROSENTHAL
ing from Texico; Mrs. ,H. Harrington
from Oklahoma City.'
Walter Tischer, brother of Mrs. $22.95 for 9x12 Smith Seamless
Axminster Room-Siz- e
Ruffs,
Cha Gretnclay, leaves tomorrow for
worth $28.50.
Denver, where ho enters the employ
of the Denver Post as a photogra- $16.95 for $22.50 Smith Seamless

methods durin? the
many years ot our
dealings have proven :
the wisdom o! trading with us. While
working for a bnsi- ' ness we have been
working for a reputation; we have gained it and it will be
upheld. Every deal
with us is a satisfac- - , ;
tory deal we gua- rantee that.
:

WINTERS

SEMI-ANNU-

Oo-Car- ts

san mi gueimtiona IBank

g
0.-

Sllya, Mrs. Antonio T.
Sena, Misses Maggie and Mela Silva

Juan

Mrs.

DRUG CO.

9x12, being
quoted by Denver catalogue
houses at $17.50 at Denver-o- nly

Tapestry Rugs,

at

of Las Vega

CAPITAL PAID Ifl

a

pher.
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bad.

Trustworthy

JULY

TUESDAY,

0
0
0

SURPLUS

o cwa,coo.oo
80. CO O. GO 0&
O
D. T. HOSKINS, Cashier.
J. M. CUNNINGHAM, President
0
P. B. JANUARY, Asst. Caihler,
FRANK SPRINGER, Vict Preeld.nt.
0
o
0
Interest Paid on Time Deposits
&

:

o

0
0
0

ft

SWARMS OF DOLLARS

bit themselves here. It's day and night that each busy bee

0

dollar goes on adding or piling up.

0
0
0

. -

and Miss Aurora Lucero left for SanTHE ROSENTHAL
INTEREST OK TOUR DEPOSITS.
ta Rosa this morning to be absent
4-t-n
week.
A stock of dollars is a good kind of money honey to have
$10.95 for $14. 5CT Fiber Rugs,
Mrs. F. Meredfth Jones and three
TELEPHONE AND WE DELIVER
access to when you want to make an investment. Baak at
9x12, being quoted in Denver
this savings bank systematically and you'll get rich.
daughters. Misses Minnie, Opa! and
at $11.50.
catalogues
PERS0NAL3.
Ruby, returned tome last night from
THE ROSENTHAL
a month's visiting trip to Topeka and
S. Green came In from San Fran- Auburn, Kan.
V
65c for $1.00 pair Lace Curtains.
OFFICE WITH
Mr. and Mrs. Kent McNaughton and
cis.? last night.
THE ROSENTHAL
Sa.rv
of
J. J. Ford and R. R. ZInke are in their two
Detroit,
daughters,
Mich., are the guests of Mr. and Mrs.
The "Glenfield" Card Tables
towi from Denver.
$3.00. only at
F. Sandoval is In town today from Chas Glabf ow at their ranch n9ar the
town of Colfax.
THE ROSENTHAL
bis borne at Pecos.
Aueust Ehrich came to town last
Judge O. T. Toombs of Clayton, ar
THE PARTING OF THE WAYS.:
MARKET REPORTS.
BEULAH BUDGETS
Burrows" Feather-weigh- t
in the city this afternoon from The
Watrous.
ficm
rived
evening
Card Tables, Leather or
from home.
town
R. H. Jfaffa reached
expects to leave bore to
Only One Idea Suggested Itself to
Felt Tops $4.25.
to
the
ancient
Uncle Ransom If Separation
New York Metal Market.
8nd
Gotham this afternoon.
morrow,
proceed
Correspondence.)
(Special
Had to Come.
13. Lead market
only at
New
L.
P.
York,
W. W. Boughtop Is here from Carls city beforo returning to Clayton
July
Dr.
13.
Beulah, N. M., July
THE
ROSENTHAL
at
"Bert"
Dr.
weak
E.
V.
at
Olney
of easy
35; copper
Long,
Judge
bad, N. M., this afternoon.
Strayhorn and Postmaster Stoner
"TJncle Ransom," said the planter.
silver 51.
Rev. Fr. C. G. Balland, parish priest and wife, the lntter a daughter of
to their 13
returned
have
La
Lande,
"you rode my best horse 20 miles to
The
Vapor
Folding
"Buckeye"
at Mora, it. in the city today.
Judge. Long, departed this aftsrnoon
that festival Saturday night; you kept
homes after occupying one of the
Bath Cabinets $5.00.
St Louis Wool Market.
him out all day Sunday and nearly
Rev. S. Persone, S. J., arrived in the for Glorieta, out from which plac i they
a
for
togeth
month,
Barker
cottages
only at
Wool market killed him
St. Louis, July 13.
reWinsor
week
at
the
a
will
this
afternoon,
which
Trinidad
from
Sunday night How many
spend
with
their
families,
during
city
er
THE ROSENTHAL
western mediums 23 times have I told you to let my horses
ia 1 fiumn and Fred Ward vent sort on the Pecos.
time thev enioved themselvea fish quiet. Territory
rest on Sunday?"
27; fine mediums 21024; fine 12
Edward Rich, formerly an attache of
fishing to Kroenig's lakes today.
The "Vudor" Hammocks $4.50 ing in the mountains.
Yea, suh, Marse Robert, dat's ao.
18
the
board
Frederick H. Law is a guest at
the office of the Cattle Sanitary
Parties from tha Pecos basin report
at
and
$6.00.
only
but"
Castan'eda today from Brooklyn, N. Y hern, passed through the city yester
How many times have I told you
fishing excellent tn both forks of the
THE ROSENTHAL
New York Money
Mr. and Mrs. H. D. Relnken arrived day on his way to Denver from a soif you didn't quit that, you and I
Pecos, and on the headwaters of this
all
on
discount
13.
Prim mer couldn't get along- together on this
hero last evening from their home at journ in Phoenix, Ariz. He is looking Twenty per cent,
the etream the ?rass ia two feet high New York, July
Sideboards, China Closets and
bar silver 51; place:- well and feeling that way, too,
with only i a scattering of stock. cantile p&per
Watrous. ,
sho is the trufe, Marse Rob
Buffets, only at
E. G. Van Leeuwen, some years ago
W. R. Forbes, deputy U. S. marshal,
Around Beulah the past ten days Mexican dollars 44; call money easy ert. DatYou
ROSENTHAL
pl'ntedly tole me dat but
THE
cent.
rer
at
on
afternoon
in
the
has
a
this
of
rain
Vegas
fallen,
po3tnfflce,
inches
lu
carrier
the
about three
arrived
city
knows a nigger, he Jes' nacherly
you
condi'
but of lat-- years residing in Michigan,
court matters.
crops in the pink of
forglts."
v
Twenty per cent, off for cash on putting
New York Stocks .
tion.
on this place believes
Mr. and Mrs. N. K Harvey arrived where he is still in the employ of
negro
"Every
store.
any Rug in the
New York, July 13. Amalgamated that he can do exactly as he pleases."
Wm. Sparks who is convalescing
In the city last evening from Shaw- Uncle Sam. arrived in the city yesterAtchison 116; New York Cen
"Dar now, bless Gawd, you sho
C. T 79
Top Mat at the home of his
day, accorapanlei by his family, for $2.75 For
nee, Oklahoma.
a parable; dese young niggera
Southern Pacific 132
131
tral
spoke
his
at
nursed
full
is
friends.
size,
to
of
i
visit
by
an
only
extended
Halnlen,
here,
tresses,
being
B.
Herndon, president
J.
Is gittin' mightly trifllnV'
68
Steel
193
Poclflc
Union
daughter.
THE ROSENTHAL
John Scott, ind wife of Sedalia,
Raton Lumber company, is a business
"It has come to this, Ransom;
The potato crop is the most promis- pfd 125 1:4.
Mo., are expected in this city on the
visitor to Las Vegas today.
Reveille Is not big enough for you
Mat
the
$7.50
for
and
ing of any for several years,
and me.
Dr. W. E. Kaser is in Santa Fe at seventeenth on e visit of a few days $4.95
morning we part;
on
Chicago Provisions Market.
tresses, full size.
adjacent market 'will have the home
you go your way and I go mine."
tending a meeting of the board of te'- to D. T. Hoskins and family,
' only at
Wheat,
Chicago, July 13. Close
"Yes, suh."
product this fall, so bountiful will be
Washington avenue. Mr. Scott is the
rltorial medical examiners.
72
110
The old negro looked sorely troucorn,
120,
July
the
Sept.
of
July
yield.
La
head of the explosive department
H. M. Brandt domiciles at Hotel
oats, July 49, Sept. 43; bled and bewildered. He glanced over
The saw mills hereabouts are run
Sept.
DoTifiinn from McPherson. Kan.; J. P. the American Association of Railways
shoulder at the rippling lake, the
to
on
full
not
but
time,
July
owing
pork,
c'tlzen
20.6277; lard, July and his
ning
Thos. F. Clay, the
Van Houten from Shoemaker.
cotton, the perfectly level fields.
open
the press of farm work.
Sept. 11.67; ribs, July 1135, Sept. Ransom had been born on Reveille
A. F. Wetzel of Gallup, N. M., has who has been spending a few weeks
S. L. Barker h cutting timber and 11.27. '
among
Opposite Y. M. C. A.
and had never known any other home.
been in the city to meet his wife on in the city, handshaking
his prop
lumber to improve
planing
His heart went out in supreme pity
care
of
his
and
friends
proper
taking
"
her return from an eastern trip
for the man who had to leave it
erty his fall.
y
Chicago Stock Market.
w.
w -- .Risen and wife register at ty interests, will return to St Louis, MRS. THAW OPPOSES
33.- 2.000
"Well, Marse Robert,- ef we Jes'
Cattle
July
con
Chicago
will
Mr.
week.
Clay
the Eldorado hotel from Denver early nex;
can't
get along togethei- ef we's jes'
Beeves
$4.70
head; market steady.
tinue to visit h?re annually as long
HUSBAND'S RELEASE
Hazel Smith from Wagon Mound
BASEBALL SCORES
boun' ter eep'rate, would you mind
west
steers
Texas
7.40;
$4.506.00;
tellln' me whar'bouts you 'spects ter
.T. P. Gtver of
the Morning Sun as Ms life and health are spared to
ern steerj $4.75 6.25; stocked and goT" Harris Dickson, in Everybody's.
him.
from
returned
last
evening
dairy,
New York, July 13. The principal
feeders $3.105.0C; cows and heifers
SCORES
YESTERDAY'S
visit to Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Dow at
calves $5.008.25.
barrier to the liberation, of Harry K.
$.2306.1C;
Electric Signs for "L" Roads.
National League.
Colmor, N. M.
CONSTRUCTING NEW
Thaw from the Matteawan asylum for At Bro-klElectric signs are to be extensively
Sheep 18,000 tad; market steady.
Cincinnati 11, BrookC. D. Boucher returned yesterday
used on the stations of the loop of the
the criminal insane ia his wife, EvelNative $2.5
4.10; western $3 00
Cincinnati 4, Brooklyn 5.
BSIDGES IN COUNTY yn Nesbit Thaw. Young Mrs. Thaw lyn 1;
from a trip which included Portales,
native Chicago elevated railways. AccordAt Philadelphia Chicago 3, Phila 4.90, yearlings .$4.60 6.00;
ing to the plans, a large sign reading.
allegations
'Roswell. Artesla, Clovis and Carta'
has made remarkable
lambs $5.008.10; western $3.00
delphia 0.
Elevated Stations," will be installed
affidavit
an
husband
in
her
'
On those roada leading southwest against
on the elevated structure at the prinAc Boston Boston 4, St. Louis 3. 8.75.
Atfrom the city, new culverts and now in the possession of District
street corners. Numerous
At St. Louis New York 5. St. Loui?
cipal
will
smaller signs reading, "To All Trains,"
Kansas City Stock.
bridges spanning the arroyos are be- torney Jerome, and if necessary
V
him.
At' Cleveland Cleveland 3, WashKansas City, July 13. Cattle 4000, will be installed at the entrance to the
ing built under the direction of the go on the witness stand against
elevated stations, and at all other
Mrs. Thaw swears
affidavit
In
her
tnew
The
commissioners!,
county
steady;
including 200 southerns;
ington 0.
where signs are desired those
points
be
would
life
by
endangered
that
her
bridges are of stone and concrete, re
$4.50(8)6.80;
At Chicago Boston 4, Chicagj' 1.
strong. Native steers
of the electric type will be made use
forth
that
She
release.
sets
Thaw's
wooden
structures,
the
shaky
southern eteerg $3.905.50; southern of. After an extensive Investigation
placing
Western League.
which were as dangerous as they on the occasion of her last visit to
cows $2.704.25; native cows, heif- into the matter it has been decided by
At Omaha Omaha 9, Wichita 6.
were unsightly. The county roads Matteawan td see her husband, Thaw
ers $3.257.55; stockers' feeders $3.50 the officials of this company that the
Lincoln
Lincoln
4, Pueblo 3.
At
'
are also being raised in low places, said to her:
5.25; bulla $2.754.75; calves $3.75 electric sign is the best for all purAt Sioux City Sioux City 7, Denver
t
HI will be out in a little while, and
poses.
leveled and drained. The county
7.25; western' steers $4.256.50;
1.
J
commissioners are deserving of the when I am I am going down to New
At Des Moines
Topeka 13, Des western cows $3.004.75.
Preventive of Nightmares.
thanks of .the people generally for York and kill yoa."
Hoga 3000, higher; bulk sales $7.70
2.
Moires
In certain parts ot England there
He repeated the threat, in various
their public splri'edness in this re
7.95; heavy $7 908.00; packers' Is a curious belief in
American Association
regard to nightforms, Mrs. Thaw swears, and she is
gard.
butchers
$7.808.00; light $7.607.85; mares. A correspondent writes: "I
MiAt
Minteapoli3 Minneapolis 4,
fearful that If he is eet free h will
pigs $6.257.50.
recently observed a large stone, havlwaukee.
SUNDAY WAS HOT
carry It out
1000 steady; muttons $4.00 ing a natural hole through it, susSheep
St. Paul 1, Kansas
At St Paul
She says furtner in her affidavit
DAY IN SANTA FE
,
5.00; lambs $7.008.50; range weth pended inside a Suffolk farmer's cow-- ,
r .
that Thaw's insanity is intermittent. City 4.
house. Upon inquiry of a laborer I
s
ers $4.005.50; range ewes $3.25
was informed this was Intended as
Only once in the past eleven years At times be appears to be perfectly
4.6
Jr.
'V,1was the maximum temperature
..
Life 100,000 Year Ago.
at rational, but he has his bad days, and
" a biy?ntive of Bightmare in the cat
tle. My informant added that a simiSanta Fe as bigti as it was, Sunday, on these days he is beyond any
Scientists have found In a cave In
A Contented Woman
stone suspeuded in the bedroom,
lar
when it reached the 89 degree mark human control.
Switzerland bonss of men, who lived
is alw&y found in the same fcoiise or a knife or tteel laid under the
at 2:30 p. m. The following were the
100,000 years ago, when life was In
It foot of tbe bed was of equal service
There will be
of the constant danger from wild bea&ti To- with Ballard's Snow Liniment
meeting
maximum records there since 1899,
to the sleeper, and that he had himmember
the
of
family self
when the maximum was 84 degrees board of directors of the Commercial day the danger, as shown by A. W. keeps every
frequently male use of this
on July 22: 87 degrees on July 13, club this evening at 8 o'clock. This Brown, of Alexander, Me., Is largely free from aches and pains, it, heals charm."
and scalds and; cures
1900; 87 degrees on July 24, 1903; meeting is the regular monthly one, from deadly disease. "If it had not cuts, 'burns
rheumatism,
neuralgia,
lumbago and
86 degrees on July 10, 1904; 85 de- but will be very Important as there beea for Dr. King's New Discovery,
Performed Two Ceremonies.
all muscu'ar soreness and stiffness.
A marriage in England, with two '
no
was
last
also
and
on
87
month,
which cured me, I could not have 25o, 50c and $1.00 a bottle. Sold by
meeting
grees
July 12, 1905;
degrees
ceremonies, attracted some interest;
on July 19, 1907; 85 degrees on July as there are a number of important lived," he writes, "suffering as I Aid Center Block Depot Drug Co.,
The bridegroom was Charles Cooper,;
to
be
1908
discussed
to
relative
the from a severe lung trouble and stub;i 89 degrees on July 11. 1909.
things
r5,
who has long been associated with the'
If you read it in The Optic it's m.
The minimum Saturday and Sunday encampment, Gov. Curry's near visit born cough." To cure sore Jungs,
ethical movement in England. The
was 58 degrees. The relative humid- her?., and the like.
colds, obstinate coughs, and prevent
mother of the bride objected to only
Foley's Honey and Tar not only the civil marriage and he objected to
ity there at 6 o'clock Sunday evening
pneumonia, Its the best medlcir on
was only 13 peir cent.
earth. 50c and $1.00. Guaranteed stops chronic coughs that weaken the a marriage in a church. So in the
constitution and develop Into
morning the civil marriage was per
by all druggists. Trial bottle free.
LAS VEGAS GIRL IS
but heals and strengthens formed and in the afternoon an ethical
marriage at the home of the bride.
THE VOTE TODAY
MAKING GOOD ON STAGE
Telephone your news Items to The the lungs. It laffords comfort and The vows taken were the same as
In
relief
worst
the
cases
of
chronlo
2.
Optic, Phone Mala
bronchitis, asthma, hay fever and those taken by persons married in the
Vota
In a recent Issue of the
Baby No.
ung trouble. O. G. Schaefer and lied orthodox way, and the 'ethical phase
10
S83
of Richmond, Va., there apwas not very evident
Help for Those Who Have Stomach Cross Drug Co.
:. 340
9
peared a large cabinet picture of Miss
Trouble.
4 ...
Louise Reed, formerly of this city.
After doctoring for about twelve
Jt 321
21
Miss Reed is playing at. present In a
10
years for a bad stomach trouble, and
'
17
170
...
stock company known as the Page
spending nearly five hundred dollars
3 ....
.... 146
Players, and for t time this company
for medicine acd doctors' feea, I
12 ......
.. 126
was presenting St. Elmo, a drama,
my wife ene box of Chamber2
12J
this being the first time that Be pla?
lain's Stomach and Liver ' TaUets,
34
has ever been put on an American
.. 70
which did her so much good that she
V We' are now making the finest beer in tha
Southwest,
,
X9
5
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w
stag. Miss Reed- baa a prominent
home
more
done
of
the
all
her
than
good
industry and telephone yoar orders tons for either
part, that of Mrs. Wood, and the
Commencing tonight 25 votes. with
3 or
medicine I bought before. Samuel
'
bottle
speaks in the most each dollar's worth of tickets. On,Iy Boyer, Folsom,
beer.
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Iowa. This
613
flattering terms of her acting, beauty thre mora night. '
Is for sale .b. all dealers, Samples
r
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next
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the top step sits
a pretty girt and
on her outspread
skirt placidly sits
a bulldog. He Is
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Eitray Advertisement,
Notice is hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken op by
J, A. B'.ackshere, Ellda, N. M.
One light bay horse, black
tall and mane, S years old, 15 hands
hite
high, weight about 850 lbs.
hind feet, saddle horse.

strong-Jawed- .

Branded

left shoulder

On

Branded
On left hip

P

13, 1909

.

Estrsy AJvertlss-rieitEstray Advertlment.
Notice is hereby given to whom it
Notice is hereby given to whom It
may concern that the follotag de may concern that the follow tig de
scribed estray animal was taken up by scribed estray animal was taken up by
S. Richards, Solano, N. M.
J. S. Hately. Silver City. N. M.
One red cow, about 3 years
One steer.
old. white face, white belly, aid all
Branded
four feet white, weight about 80i lbs,
On left shoulder
has small calf about 8 days oil
I
Branded
Branded
On left shoulder
On left ribs
Branded
X
On left ribs
Td-wi- t:

USE

To-wl- t:

BOSS PATENT FLOUR

Earmark

Branded
On left hip

And You Will Always Have

One steer.
Branded

Earmark
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before July 22, '09. said date being 10
days after last appearance of this advertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOAHD,
Las Vegas, N. M.
1st pub Jane 30. last pub July 12. '09

TUESDAY, JUtY

Earmark

THE

On right shoulder
Branded
On left shoulder

Said animal being unknown to this
looking
unless claimed by owner on or
Board,
V
nf his
before July 22, '09, said date being 10
Branded
and he
days after last appearance of this adOn left ribs
kind,
stares out over
vertisement, said estray will be sold
the rolling links
by this Board for the benefit of the
Earmark
owner when found.
In superb indlf
'
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
The
ference.
girl
1
M.
animal
to
Said
unknown
N.
Las
this
n
being
Vegas,
suddenly looks at
1st pub June 30, last pub July 12, '09 Board, unless claimed by owner on or
htm with a little
before July 22. '09. said date being 10
"Good Doggl!" frown.)
Estray Advertisement.
Advertisement.
days after last appearance of this ad
Estray
to
It
wham
Notice
is
given
hereby
remembered
wish
Ted
"I
had
She
vertisement, said estray will be sold
It
deto
whem
s
Notice
the
concern
that
given
following
hereby
may
to take this creature with him when
by this Board for the benefit of the
concern
was
the
animal
taken
np
scribed
following
may
by
tht
estray
he was called to the telephone! I'm
estray animal was taken up by owner when found.
not exactly afraid of him, but he Manuel Segura, Las Vegas, N.10 M.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
One black burro.
years H. H. Simpson, Agricultural Callege,
makes me nervous! He ought to be old.
Las Vegas, N. M.
N. M.
I
In a Jungle or something!
can't get
1st pub June 30, last pub July 12, '09
One red bull.
Branded
away and there comes Sam Ponson
Branded
On left neck
Estray Advertisement.
by!"
On right shoulder
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
Personby (who approaches with an
Branded
air of triumph) "Oh, there you are!
may concern that the following deBranded
On left hip
scribed estray animal was taken up by
I've been - looking everywhere
On left hip
Lew Gatlln, Socorro, N. M.
thought I saw you drive in. Wont
old All kinds of cement, sidewalk, plastering, brick and stone work.
One brown,
Earmark
me?"
with
around
you go
steer.
promptly attended to. Only best material used. All work guarantee.
Earmark
She ( reluctantly) "Why er that
l.OI
Said animal being unknown to this
Is thank you!" (Aside.) "Ted didn't
Branded
One small light bay or dun mars.
by owner on or
On left ribs
really ask me to play and maybe he Hoard, unless claimed
OFFICE AND YARD, 1020 NATIONAL AVE.
Branded
l1
said
date
'09.
PHONE OLIVE Mfl.
before
22,
being
July
can
sit here
isn't coming back, and I
On left hip
hilLN Blotch brands on hip
aa
'all day!" (She attempts to rise, but days after last appearance of thissold
said estray will be
Said animal being unknown to this
Earmark
the bulldog remains a dead weight on vertisement.
by this Board for the benefit of the Board, unless claimed by owner on or
her skirt.)
10
when found.
owner
before July 22, '09, said date being
One red
steer, 3 years
Ponsonby (snapping his fingers at
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
days after last appearance of this ad- old.
the dog) "Here, now! Clear off!"
M.
N.
Las Vegas,
vertisement, said estray will ba sold
Branded
l(The bulldog does not even look at 1st pub June 30, last pub July 12, '09 by this Board for the benefit of the
On left ribs
him.)
owner when found.
'
Said animal being unknown to this
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Ponsonby (with an ingratiating
Estray Advertisement
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Good dogLas Vegas., N M.
.whistle) "Good doggie!
Notice is hereby given to whom it
10
gie! Come on, Sport!"
may concern th3t the following de 1st pub June 30, last pub July 12, "09 before July 22, '09, said date being ad'
days after last appearance of this
She (helplessly) "His name Is scribed estray animal was taken np by
,
vertisement, said estray will be sold
Donaciano Lucero, Puerto de Luna,
'Nebuchadnezzar, and he doesn't
Estray Advertisement.
by this Board for the benefit of the
M.
to anything shorter. Won't you
Notice is hereby given to whom it owner when found.
Cne small saddle road mare
please move, Nebuchadnezzar?"
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
may concern that the following de6 years old.
about
scribed estray animal was taken up by
(The dog gives her a swift, 'friendly
Las Vegas, N. M.
Branded
Men's, Boys' and Children's Clothing a Specialty.
W. C. Simpson, Demlng, N. M
1st
30,
last
June
glance and resumes his meditation.)
pub July 12. '09
pub
On right hip
One steer, 7 years oil
Ponsonby (nervously) "This is abMall Orders Promptly Filled.
Said animal being unknown to this
A
surd! Whose beast is it? I might
Branded
Estray Advertisement.
unless claimed by owner on or
On
It
to
Is
have known that no one but Ted Board,
whom
Notice
right hip
hereby given
before July 22, '09, said date being 10
Bradford would be so Inconsiderate of
may concern that the following deafter last appearance of this ad
days
inscribed estray animal was taken up by
a lady's feelings and and possible
Earmark
vertisement, said estray will be sold
A. P. Stover. Elk, N. M.
clinations! Get out of here, Nebuch- by this Board for the benefit of the
Two dun mares and year
adnezzar!"
One steer, 2 years old.
owner when found.
ling colts, and one roan filly.
CATTLE SANITARY BOAHD,
Bulldog (sotto voice)
Branded
Branded
She "Look out! He's dangerous!"
Las Vegas, N. M.
L
On right hip
On left shoulder
Ponsonby (walking around the dog 1st pub June 30, last pub July 12, '09
and the girl) "They shouldn't let
Branded
Earmark
On left hip Bradford bring a
brute
Advertisement
Daily Jane 1st to Sept 30th, Inc. 1909.
Estray
here! It's against the rules, I'm sure,
One bay saddle horse.
Is hereby given to whom it
Notice
Said animal being unknown t) this
It ought to be reported! Here we're may concern that the following de
Branded
M
TI ' H
losing good time ana ana every- scribed estray animal was taken up by Board, unless claimed by owner on or
V IVI
On
left
hip
before
10
'09,
said
22,
date
July
do
He
being
thing! Can't you
something?
Jose S. Gonzales, Los Cerrlllos, N. M.
Said animal being unknown to this
arter last appearance of this ad
seems to know you!"
$1U90
Pueblo, Colo.
One black horse, .about 10 days
unless claimed by owner on or
Board,
said
will
be
sold
vertisement,
estray
She (with innocently wide eyes
10
before
years old, white face.
said
22,
date
'09,
be'ng
July
this
Board
for
the
benefit
of
the
by
13.
Colorado
"Why, you're not afraid of him, are
days after last appearance of this ad
owner when found.
Branded
you, Mr. Ponsonby? I didn't think '
vertisement, said estray will be sold
On rteht bin
liM,
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Denver
Ponsonby (goaded to daring, flicks
by this Board for the benefit of the
Las Vegas, N. M.
Said animal being unknown to this 1st
owner
found.
when
at the dog with his driver) "Afraid!
Konsas City, Mo
pub June 30, last pub July 12, "09
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
I! I merely hesitated to arouse his Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Las Vegas, N. M.
evil temper when he Is so near you. before July 22, 09, said date being 10
Louis
Estray Advertisement
1st pub June 30. last pub July 12. '09
days after last appearance of this ai
He might bite!"
will
sold
said
ba
It
estray
Notice
vertisement,
is
to
,
whom
hereby given
Bulldog (turning on Ponsonby and
Chicago, iff.
by this Board for the benefit of the may concern that the following deAdvertisement.
Estray
row
a
of
white
long,
showing
teeth)
when found.
owner
limit
October
31st 1909
Final return
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Notice is hereby given to whom It
Woof!"
SANITARY BOAPD,
CATTLE
M.
N.
J.
de
Elida,
concern
Finney,
the
that
information
may
following
For
She (shrinking) "Oh, don't. Tou
regarding other points,
Las Vegas, N. M.
One sorrel horse, streaked scribed estray animal was taken up by
6ee? Nebuchadnezzar, listen! I love 1st
E'ct,
overs,
please enquire at
stops
pub June 30, last pub July 12, '09
M.
N.
M.
G.
Keenan, Springer,
forehead, weight about 700 lbs.,
you. but please run away!"
about
small
office.
One
ticket
gray mare,
about 5 years old,' wire cut on left 12
Ponsonby "Nice boy! Come, get a
years' old.
Estray Advertisement.
R. W. HOYT,
one! You try to pull away from him
hoof outside, little lame, thin In flesh,
Notice is hereby given to whom It
Branded
while I distract him! Nice boy! Nice
Agent.
may concern thit the following de- been saddled, not worked.
On left shoulder
"bone! Nice "
scribed
was
animal
taken
up
estray
by
so
over
Bulldog (moving heavily
la
Branded
Willard, N. M.
On left shoulder
that he leans against the girl and re- Luke Hunter,
On left hip
f5h
7 years
One
red
cow,
muley
garding Ponsonby with extreme dis- old.
animal
Said
to
this
unknown
Said animal being unknown to this
being
gust) "Woof-woof- !
Board, unless claimed by owner on or Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Branded
In
red
the
Ponsonby (very
face)
before July 22, '09, said date being 10 before July 22, '09, said date being 10
Annual New Mexico
The Twenty-Nint- h
On left hip
I don't know what you think about
days after last appearance of this ad days after last appearance of this adit, but my opinion is that Bradford
Said animal being unknown to this vertisement, said estray will be sold vertisement, said estray will be sold
AND
ought to be brought up before the Board, unless claimed by owner on or by this Board for the benefit of the by this. Board for the benefit of the
committee for this! Why, you might before July 22, '09, said date being 10 owner when found.
owner when found.
be eaten alive, or "
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
days after last appearance of this ad
She "No. Nebuchadnezzar seems vertisement, said estray will be sold
Las Vegas. N. M.
Las Vegas, N. M.
friendly enough to me! But you're by this Board for the benefit of the 1st pub June 30, last pub July 12, '09 1st pub June 30, last pub July I?. '09
losing your game! Do go on and owner when found.
ALBUQUERQUE; N. M. OCT. II, 12, 13, 14, lt5, 16.
CATTLE SANITARY BOAPD,
find some one else to play with you!"
Estray Advertisement.
Estray Advertisement,
Notice ib hereby given to whom it
Las Vegas, N. M.
Notice lb hereby given to whom' It
Ponsonby (heroically) "And desert
you with this this monster keeping 1st pub June 30, last pub July 12 '09 may concern that the following de may concern that the following de
President Taft will be There.
scribed estray animal was taken up by scribed estray animal was taken up by
you a prisoner? You might have to
P. W. Knight, Lake Arthur. N. M.
M.
T.
N.
Cone,
Lopez,
sit here forever! Where Is Bradford,
Estray Advertisement,
That Flies.
One brown horse, 14 hands
A Real Airshipr-O- ne
One light brown cow, dark
anyhow?"
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
0
and
face
In
white
old,
high,
with
years
horns.
curved
short
neck,
She (forlornly) "He was called to may concern that the following de
three white feet, broken to work and
A $20,000. Exhibit of Amusements and Resources.
the telephone. Business, you know!" scribed estray animal was taken up by Branded
I iT J ride.
On
M.
N.
"He's
left
Levinus
Ponsonby
fet'
DeSmet, Springer,
hip
probably forgotA Marathon Race, the First Ever Pulled Off in the
Branded
ten all about you and gone into the
One small bay horse, about
On
shoulder
left
city or something! He has no man- 8 years old.
Southwest.
Earmark
ners! What any one can see in
Branded
Branded
here. Nebuchad "
On left hip
Said animal being unknown to this On left hip
$6,500. in Purses for Harness and Running Races.
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HAPPY JACK
AND THE SEWING
MACHINE AGENT

13, 1909

SEVEN

at th

"Done," he said and went back to
work.
ine next Wednesday morning,
much elat-d- , I shoved Happy Jack's

correspondence under Charley's nose
,j tma poiniea to the nrst item:
We are having some fine weather
Ibis week."
Co.;
(Copyright, by
A little below there was another
The Sugar Creek correspondent of
tverybodx had a good time at the
'he Greenfield News was called by the Bucaeye
Bridge picnic Sat.
rt:ce force Happy Jack, although none
Charley was plainly crestfallen, but
of us had ever seen him.
rallied. "Perry is merely out doing
He was one of a dozen correspond me
people tnis week. He ll be in Sat
ents who sent us weekly letters of urday
night and then watch out"
news.
con
igbborhood
These
letters
j:
I did watch out, and when I
opened
sisted principally, of course, of shor' the next
letter from Happy Jack the
:
aragraphs cf local news, mostly of a very first item gave me that
sinking
erscnal nature. But frequently th sensauon:
his
or
her
correspondent expressed
We aint had a good rain in this
oplnlon of things, and In this we at part for a month.
Crops are nearly
lowed them plenty of latitude.
rmueu.
We soon noticed that most of them
On the next page I read:
c.k a rather gloomy view of life, and
There was a small turn-ou- t
at th
iU of therj except II. J. Lane was in basket
dinner Sunday. People are
a chronic state of revolt against the
getting tired of them."
weather.
But always with Lane
I hung the items on the copy-hooCrops are looking good," and "We and went out before Charlev
are having some fine weather toil them.
week."
In a short time the arrival of Hamv
Hence he became to us "Happy Jack's letter became
the most exciting
JiiCK.
event of the week in the News ofllce.
liui mere came a cnange. it was
Ocaslonally he rallied, but things
'.he first week In April that it was first
went Charley's way.
mostly
The
noticed. I was running over his weekweather grew steadily worse, the dIc- ly letter to strengthen
his syntax nlcs were
nearly all failures, and
when an item made me stop and catch
finally he began to And fault with th
breath:
try
road overseer and the government
"Things are mighty dull In this
It got so that I hated to onen his let
neighborhood this week."
ters. It had passed bevond a 1nk
Then a little farther down the with
me, and I had become so inter
pager
ested in the fellow 1 felt sorry for him
'Crops will be rather light this year from the bottom of my heart Per
if the present dry weather continues."
haps a former
of my own
What in the world could be the mat wen. anyway. Iexperience
felt for him.
ter with Happy Jack? It was the very
In his letter for
last Item that gave me what I thought July he inclosed a the second week in
little personal note.
might be a clue:
asaing u i knew where he could get a
"Perry Rider, a sewing machine good book on etiquette.
agent from Texas, is doing this neighI did. I had a six hundred cage work
borhood this week. He is stopping at that told how
to do everything from
Jerry Holman's."
the
soda fountain to the alta.r
it
Now I knew that Jerry Holman was Was
One Of thesa
rd.
the wealthiest farmer In that end of backed affairs
that are priced six dolthe county, and that he had a daughlars, but given to editors for 40 cents
ter who was more than passing fair. in
advertising. I hurried it to him
Without comment I passed the copy
by the first mall, with my compli.
to Charley Green, a
com- - ments.
But it did not seem to help him one
bit In fact, the more he read it the
gloomier be seemed to get, until Char
ley crowed over me every week. I
had reached the point however, where
I did not care anything about Charley;
it was Happy Jack that worried me.
I knew things were going badly, but
I did not know how really serious
they were until I received a second inquiry. This time he asked, "Where
one could get a reliable detective to
look up some one's record
The next week no items came the
first time in nearly two years that he
had missed. But Friday came
little note addressed to me
pathetic
5 iV
personally:
Dear Editor: I guess y5u will have to
pet somebody else to furnish you Items,
as I aln t feeling very well, and em goBy WILLIAM
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H. HAMBY

Bobba-Merri-

Short Orders and Regular Dinner

THE

JULY

"Oh, nay a banquet for ten

w.

THE LOBBY RESTAURANT

TUESDAY,

ll

Li7

J

u

WANTED

A cook and housekeeper.
Apply at residence of Jefferson Reynolds on the boulevard or at the
First National tank.

As the Alice Wall arose majestica! WELL EXPERIENCED clerk or bookon ber
wings for her
keeper requires position with reliinitial flight from Snohomish to
able
general merchant, on or about
bearing the mails, a mighty
the first of August 1909. Splendid
cheer ascended with her. There were
no passengers
references; just closed out owm
except two super
numeraries shipped to fill the places
store; six years experience in New
of any sailors who should inadvertMexico. Speaks French,
Spanish
ently desert while leaning over the
and English. Apply to Chas J. Canrail. Kabhau, the noted aeronaut, was
ly

man-mad-

e

ning, Taos, N. U.
command, but Prof. Thayer had
been commissioned by a western uni
WANTED A housekeeper, a maiden
DR. E. L. HAMMOND
versity to observe, Jn the Interest of
nuunle&Uon first and
lady, age 18 to 35; party will give
the
science,
DENTIST
effect
of
psychological
tMrd Thursdays la
references.
Apply 718 Dougla
high altitudes upon sea urchins or
Both
each month. Visit-la- Suite 4, Crockett Building.
the glass vessel containing them.
phone at office and residence.
Brother cordial
As the ship rapidly gained elevation, MEN LEARN
BARBER TRADE
ty invited. Oeo. H. Klnkel, W. U,
though it seemed not to make much
Short time required;
graduates,
horizontal progress, the crew became earn $12 to $30 week. Moler Bar
Chas. II. Sporleder, Secretary.
DR. G. L. JENKINS
alarmed at a rumor that Kabhau had
ber college, Los Angeles.
forgotten which way to turn the things
DENTIST
LAS VEGAS COM MAN DERT NO. J.
that kept her from going too high. She
FOR RENT.
was said to be unmanageable, and in
Knights Templar. Regular
that case would go up, up, intermintor
8
8ho
Over
In
Hedgcock's
second
eonclave
Tireeday
fjk
ably; nothing would Induce her to turn FOR' RENT 5 room furnished house.
Phone Vega 79
each month at Masonic
her nose toward the
Inquire 1024 Th'rd st
rampla. 7:38 p. in. Joha S. Clark,
Utter panic, alone, deterred
F. R. LORD, DENTIST
W. C, Chart
the crew from instant mutiny.
Tamme, Recorder.
TO LET Furnished front room, with
Ten hours out, the barometer turned
M.
B.
Dr.
Williams)
to
bath. 801 Sixth street
(Successor
upside down and tried to work that
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 8, ROT- Office Pioneer Building, over Grand
way. The mercury fell, and summer FOR RENT
furnished iouse.
. U Arch Masons.
Regular
clothing became mere mosquito net
Leader. Rooms 3 and 4. Phone
Rooms
or
week. Leroy,
by
day
convocation list Ko&day in
ting, became spider web, cut decollete,
Mala 57.
o,
House, 616 Grand. Phone MaU 428.
cut
dwindled Into puerile
each month at Masonic
inadequacy.
Temple. 7:30" p. m. M. R.
ATTORNEYS.
Three housekeeping
The two substitute sailors, shiver FOR RENT
H.
haa.
Williams. H. P
house. All new
ing at the taffrall, passed downward
rooms; also
GEORGE H. HUNKER
tporleder, Secretary.
through the rent in the clouds made
ly paper and painted. 921 Lincoln
by the ship's passage, and grumbled.
ave.
Attorney at Law
The colossal mistake was dimly vis1
EL DORADO LODGE NO.
Office: Veeder Block, Las Vegas, New
ible, though diminished by distance to FOR RENT
Three housekeeping
a petty faux pas.
Mexico.
Knisutt of Pythlai
rooms,
painted and papered,
newly
"TIs a pltjfu! cinder from the devil's
meet every Monday
KowelL 721 Fourth street
U.
own
in
Castle
Tim
furnace,"
evening
remarked; "but
GEORGE E. MORRISON
there's nothing I want so much, as to
Ball, Visiting Knlghta
FOR RENT Front room with use oi
are cordially invited.
be upon that cinder."
L P. HAVENS.
bath. 906 Third street.
"True for ye," Mike rejoined. '"Tis
Civil Engineer and 8urveyor
Chancellor Command
no more than three ions of rarefied
7 room house, ana
er.
radio activity energetically diluted wid FOR RENT One
Office: Wheeler Bldg. E. Las Vegas
W. D. KENNEDY.
920 Gallinss.
6
room
house.
one
a
pint of rectified ether; but I'd give a
Keeper of Record and
for
a
quarter
didn't
it
tie
Why
they
Seal.
sthring to it so whin we wanted it we FOR RENT Furnished rooms; elec
could trawl it up?"
tric lights and hath. 710 Grand ave.
"I was thinking of me fireside," said
THORNHILL,
SALDY LODGE. NO. 77, FRATER
cottage, range
Tim, "and I want to go home. I've got FOR RENT
OF AMERICA
NAL UNION
414 Seventh.
connection.
sewer
cold
a
condition
and
feet,
be
superinduced
Me-t- s
first and third Wednesday of
of
state
the
e
the
for
Weddings,
with
Floral
atmosphere,
Designs
each month at Fraternal Brother
to its relative timperature. All
Parties, Funerals, etc. Cut
FOR SALE.
me life I've wanted a sled that would
Flowers always on hand.
hood hall. Chas. Trambley, F. M.;
g
slide up hill, but 'tis glad I am I niver
Bertha C. Thornhill, Secretary.
GARDENING
TREES PRUNED AND
My little bay driving
had wan. What is life, annyhow? A FOR SALE
members cordially invited.
team
for
$165.
mere
Inquire 135 R.R. ave.
into
a
ma
misstep
to..
attended
chine, and up ye go down to Absolute
Zero! Sure, this trip, makes me wish FOR SALE Two mares, with colts,'
REBEKAH LODGE, L 0. O. F.,
I'd met wid a fatal illness when rne
Phone Main 167. 506 Grand Ave.,
meets second and fourth Thursday
horse and gelding. All broke to
Bank.
San
Miguel
was
a
Opposite
grandmother
I.
baby
at
month
the
each
ride and drive. Apply 911 Tkrd st.
evenings of
East Las Vegas, N.M.
"lis," wailed Tim; "I don't expect
O. O. F. halL Miss Bertha Beckbr,
to live to tell the folks at home of me
FOR SALE No. 1 White Wyandotte
N. G.; Mrs. Delia Pep ard, V. G.;
death in mid-ai- r
sad
on the ship tfiat
"
hens, $8.00 per doz. Order early
Mrs. jm F. Dailey, Secretary; Ade- niver returned, and I'm thinking I'll
"- "wt m matt feels tfie need of some
and get first choice. Mrs. M. E.
Hrae flmltb,' Tmnm..- a
write
farewell
letther."
one who will think more of him than
ing away for a apell. Much obliged for
Johnson, Melvern, Kan., Osage Co.
Ah: said the professor, "speaking
an your Kindness, rour friend.
he thinks of himself he proceeds to
or
letters reminds me that we must
H. J. LANE.
M. P. O. E. MEETS
SECOND AND
make love to some silly woman.
FOR SALE
Legal blanks of all de
1 really be"eve I did not
sleep two drop the mails, towebe forwarded by
each
fourth Tuesday
evenings
are not making
scription. Notary seals and recores
hours that night. I had never seen the rail to Hoboken, as
month, at O. R. C. hall. Visiting
progress in that direction."
Sees Mether Grow Young.
at the Optic office.
"Happy Jack Is Done For," Ha An- - poor fellow, but I did not need to; I any
"Is Hoboken in Mars?" Mike in
brothers are cordially invited. W.
him
knew
like
a
brother.
overstate
Clean,
the
nounced.
hard
would
to
be
It
M. Lewis, exalted ruler; D. W. ConOLD newspapers tor sale at The Op
fellow, his very quired.
strong, simple-heartewonderful change in my mother flnce posit or, who knew human
No, It's 3,000 miles out, from Sno
p's and q's loyalty would rum him, if he failed.
tic office. 10 cents a bundle.
don, secretary.
Electric
use
to
she began
Bitters,' about as well as be did those of lead.
homish.
York state, they call it. or
So I wrote:
writes Mrs. W. L. Gilpatrick of Dan.
There was a soft whistle from CharDear
Friend:
Let
me
give jersey; Dut tne mails are important"
MISCELLANEOUS.
EASTERN STAR. REGULAR COM- - forth, Me. "Although past 70 she ley, then click, click, went the
The professor procured a cork and
been
you a little advice I have
type for there,
Don't
you know.
go off. dropped it overboard. It floated slowly
and
fourth 'seems really to be growing young a few minutes. A louder whistle.
second
, municatlon
Stick it out. You are losing because you
SILVA & SILVA will keep their res
Thursday evenings of each month. again. She suffered untold misery
"Say, what in thunder do you sup. are trying to play hi game. Tou have downward.
is
taurant open at all hours, day and
to
still
been
talk
coand
act
be
he
and
like
"Gravity
trying
are
working,"
All visiting brothers and sisters
from dyspepsia for 20 years. At last pdse is the matter with Happy Jack?" him.
Quit It and play your own served.
no
I
made
Everything In season the
nor
drink
and
went
could
A.
she
night
neither
eat,
Sarah
Charley
sleep.
invited.
reply,
.Mrs.
cordially
game.
'tis
Bedad,
thin,
back
on
came
all
remedies
her
and
until
working
to
Doctors
he
affords.
the
item
market
about
up
the
gave
so
has
He
bluffed
you
you don't zo
Cbaffln, worthy matron; Mrs. Ida failed till Electee Bitters worked
machine agent, then he broke to see her any more. She may be crying ward," said Mike; "we're falling up."
sewing
Beelinger, secretary.
Kabhau and the mail clerk brought
every night because you quit coming.
such wonders for her health." They into a laugh.
BUILDING PR0P0SAL8
Then he has been going around maklns out the pouches,
-and the" former
invigorate all vital organs, cere
nappy jacg is aone tor, He an sport of you, talking
about your man looked downward
and specifications are on exPlans
Induce
and
liver
kidney troubles,
through a pair of
nounced positively.
L O. O. F., LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
ners, and telling things to make the boys
and appetite
binoculars.
hibition
The
at the New Mexico Insane
clerk
strength
Impart
held
a
at
sleep,
But
you.
take
a
like
I
laugh
pouch
Is
you
it
he
"No,
at
not,"
replied quickly, lamb.
4, meets every Monday evening
over
the
Only 50c at all druggists.
to
a
rail,
at
it
for
the erection of a bride
prepared
in
drop
the editorial chair
Asylum
wheeling around
Now
out this very afternoon word. Tim
their hall In Sixth street. All visitgazed wistfully at the and stone extension to Annex No. S.
V
office was in one end of the print and huntlight
(the
him
and
when
meet
up,
you
The best seems to be a little too shop). "A fellow who Is as punctual, him wipe up the road with him.
ing brethren cordially invited to at
Aftsr "cinder." far, far below.
Sealed proposals from contractors
tend. George Lewis, N. G.; C. W. good for some oeople; at least, they honest and cheerful as Happy Jack is that go home, hitch up your best team,
Tis a foine shot if they hit it," he will be received
up no 10 a. nu Tueson
your best clothes, and go after
put
J. Wertz, are always looking for the worst of it sure to win."
McAlHer V. G.;
her. Tell her you have come to take her murmured.
1909, and then open3rd,
August
day,
"Before
you drop the malls," sug
"In a horse trade, maybe," Charley for a drive, and take her. Don't get back
secretary; W. E. Crites, treasurer;
ed
the
Board.
by
grinned, "but not in an affair like until it is dark, and aa you go through gested Prof. Thayer, "I should like to
Bowel Complaint In Children.
0. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
the bottom, squeeze her up tight (don't look through the glass, Mr. Kabhau.
AH proposals should be made out to
When six months old the little this."
mind consequences) and ask her how
technical
Board of Directors, and addresthe
My
"Let me show you the lay of th soon she
ma
enable
training may
will marry you.
a well land " and
NO. daughter of E. N. Dewey,
FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD,
Charley laid down his
Notify me when you are engaged, and to tell you exactly or approximately sed to the New Mexico Insane Asy
102. meets every Friday night at known merchant of Agnewvllle, Va., stick so he could take both arms to it bring her and a couple of friends up and where Hoboken should be, with rela- lum, East Las
Vegas, N. M.
we will give you the finest banquet ever tion to our own
There sits Minnie Holman on the put
position, if we am
their hall in the Schmidt building: had an attack of cholera Infantum,
should
be Indorsed proIn Greenfield.
Envelopes
up
Chamberlain's
Cholera and east porch, dressed in white, with a
Colic,
The following Wednesday we got a straight up from Hoboken."
west of Fountain Square, at eight Diarrhoea
for above building.
posals
was given and ef pink bow at her throat; and ever and
Remedy
"Certainly," said the aeronaut, Imbig fat news letter from Sugar Creek.
o'clock. Visiting members are cor- fected a complete cure. This remedy anon
A certified check of three per cent
she puts up one hand, then the
How Is that?" I asked exultantly, pressed; "take it and look in at the
In
N.
eases
has
Jas.
Cook,
pressuccessful
welcome.
of amount of bids must accompany
proven
very
dially
to
soft fluffy hair back shoving the first page at Charley, whp little end."
the
other,
push
of .bowel complaint in children and from her fair
"Ah!" said the professor, after a all proposals, subject to the usual
ident; Jas. R. Lowe, secretary.
temples, the while she was trying to read over my shoulder.
when given according to the plain
off away off to where
gazes
dreamily
He
scrutinizing
glance; "it is as I antici conditions, that the successful bid- whistled
the
at
first
item:
can
softly
be relied upon
printed directions
"Ain't this the finest weather you pated Owing to the rotation of the I der will enter into contract and exe
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUN- with perfect confidence. When reduc- the tender trees clip Into the azure;
and as she gazes she Is wishing some- ever saw?"
earth we have passed Hoboken back- - cute acceptably bond within six
CIL No. 604, meets second and ed with water and sweetened it is
day,
ward. We shall have to wait till sha l tmm eatWTO
she
body would come
that
aYntrA rlnrn
the
one
At
to
Im
second
he
which
is
of
pleasant
take,
great
groaned:
PionC.
uakOt
hall.
fourth Thursday, O. R.
never
saw
before.
turns
over
again, when we can deliver
portance when a medicine must be
"Perry Rider, the sewing machine
eer bldg.
Visiting members are given to young children. For sale by
"Just at this psychological moment agent, left Monday for 111. He is not the mall as well at its original destiA
man la one who
nation."
Perry Rider, the knight of th sewing expected back."
cordially invited. ,W. R. Tipton, all dealers.
thinks
of
himself.
He
live
is
only
feet
six.
8.
machine,
appears.
F.
B.
At
O. K.;
P. Mackel,
Good-by,
that moment Kabhau placed his
Perry," said Charley woe
has black hair fully, "you have cost me two weeks' hand to his forehead, while a beatific
weight
Perhaps a woman loves secrets
that meanders down his forehead and salary, but I'm glad you are gone, sa expression stole over his countenance.
A Night Rider's Raid.
of the pleasure It affords her ends in a
w)o. e. MEETS FIRST AND THIRD
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LAS VEGAS

Tomorrow

A steel range is do

We expect to have at the lowest market prices:

"

Red Currants

K

r

LAS

'
..

.

DRY

STOIiE

GOODS

if.

SPECIAL SALE ON

Sold on the easiest terms.

Cravannet Roi'n Coats For Women

334 Per Cent Off

Phone Main 379.

LUDWIG Wm. ILFELD.

Early Apples
California Peaches

WEATHER REPORT
'

f

Tragedy Plums
"

N. B.

EXCLUSIVE

VEGAS'

fooupoints, but also many BAD points.

The MAJESTIC Malleable Iron Range has more really good
features than any other, and this fact is recognized by thousands of
users.

Pie Cherries

'

There's to be a fine Moving Picture show in the Duncan
Opera House next week and you can ,get 3 FREE TICKETS
for every 10 CENTS' worth of "20 MULE TEAM BORAX
SOAP bought at

.

12, 1909

July
Maximum 99; mini- Temperoture
mura 67; range 32.
6 a. m. 23; 12 noon 29;
Humidity

will
sick man there. His mothe
likely proceed to Albuqnerqu? and
bring him home, piovided he is in condition to btand the trip.

The Hub is at it again, any suit in
p. m. 45; meai ?3.
the
house $11. 4 days only, beginning
fair
Forecast
Generally
tonight
and Wednesday.
Wednesday morn'ng bright and early.
L. Waldo,

solicitor In

Judge Henry
New Mexico for the Santa Fe Railwith offipfi here, has
Remember the meeting of Commer- way pnmnanv.
Mrs.
cial club directors 'this evening at 8 presented his married daughter,
A. T. Rogers, jr., wife of the attor- o'clock sharp.
ney, with a handsome and costly auto
1909 model Chalmers-DTake your ch)ice for $11.00. The mobile, a
troit 30 horse power machine.
Hub.

IKE DAVIS

Entire change of Photographs

Use Our

JJaCie
Phono Main 107

Succeticr to HENRY

Sixth Strtet.

LEVY,

6

LOCAL' NEWS.

The
Store of

13, 1909

tetter than its weakest point.

Some ranges Live many

$

Yellow Plums

JULY

'

Blue Plums
Green Gooseberries

TUESDAY,

is no Stronger Than ils Weakest .Link

Cfeain

A

DAILY OPTIC.

Waterman,

Pioneer building..

A
license was procured
t7 at themarriage clerk's
office here this
county
morning and the wedding will likely

Last dance to be given by Mrs. take place late this afternoon. The
Edw. O'Brien at F. B. hall Thursday bridal trip will be made to Grand Can
yon, the parties starting on the first
nightavailable train after the ceremony
Last evening the Degree of Pocchon-- shall have been performed by Rev.

J

Johnson

Cm

t

Son

EADING UNDERTAKERS.
I CENSED EM DALTERS

have exclusively the

We

funeral car in Las Vegas. only
at

RIGH7 SERVICES

white

REASONABLE PRICES

Phone Main 253. 325 Douglas

,

ride Flour
Also Headquarters for
All Kinds of FEED

131.

Dr. Thomas A. Olney, of Chicago,
who left for the head of the Pecot

this afternoon with a party, took out
Stop, Look, Behold! Photographs a fishing license, in
compliance with
made by Waterman, Pioneer build
territorial law, before starting on the
ing.
trip. A. L. Breeding, of Texico. and
J. D. Bratton of Lake Arthur, both
The Hub, any suit, Eleven ollars, New Mexico
towns, have taken out
Wednesday, Thursday, Friday; and general hunting licenses
only, they
Saturday.
being residents of the territory.
The funeral of Marcos Chaves took
place on the West side this mornlne.
Deceased was aged 7 years, an old
resident of Las Vegas and highly esteemed. He was an uncle f Atana-oiCobly, who is a printer employed
In Revista Catolica office.
Order your cream from T.

T.

Turn

Cool

ES

In Hot Weather

A

BEEE22

By Eating

at

Fresh

F. A. Edwards, formerly foreman of

the book binding department of The
Optic, stating that Mr. Edwards had
just returned from a prospecting trip.
There has been a persistent report
about town that Mr. Edwards had
oommtttea suicide; "Dttrlhis
tablishes the fact to the contrary con
clusively.
.

Phone Main 85

--

n

NEW MEXICO.

All Aboard for Harvey's i

PLEASANT:

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President.
HALLETT RAYNOLDS,
E. D. RAYNOLDS,
Ass't Cashier.
Cashier.

MONEY SAVED
Beet Screened Baton Egg, $4.76
per ton just what you want for cooking,

On Domestic CoaL

Free from Slate or Slack

D. W. CONDON

Economy Fruit Jars
Fruit Jar Fillers
Fruit Jar Holders
Clothes Line Holders
Automatic Ice Picks
Bundle Carriers

Carriage goes out Saturday morn
ing returns following Friday. Leav
order at Murphey's or H. O. Brown
Trading Co s.
ON TRIAL
We want to loan you an electric
flat iron on SO days' trial. Phone Main

H.

STEAK
Grocer

the

"Cream of the
Market"
at

Boucher's
.

"THE COFFEE MAN"

PRICES)

lbs or more each delivery
to 2,000 lbs. "
to 1,000 lbs. "
to 200 lbs.
"
.

Less than 50 lbs.

CRYSTAL

"

20c
30c
40c
50c
75c

per hundred

"
"

'

"

ICE CO,, - McGulre &
Phone Main 227

Webb

LAS VEGAS LIGHT & POWER CO.
623

Seventh street.

Pabst's draught beer on tap only at
Opera bar.
FOR RENT Good pasture with plen
ty of good water., Mrs. Green.

In

.1

2,000
1,000
200
50

206.

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
the wood. Direct from distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course.

Foot Main St

We keep on hand

THE HYGEIA ICE
MADE FROM PURE DISTILLED WATER

Po.

CAPITAL and SURPLUS $130,000.00.

Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
at the Opera bar. Served from bar
rels on the bar.
If you read It In The Optic it's so.

Kansas City and tSatlvo
Beef and FJfutton

(PA rn

TO wm

Java a fjari Pniro
'
On Hand
Wiii Gioso nt Lqcd Than
VJo

'

$

.- v-

There Is Comfort Fcr Your Test ia These Slices

50c par hundred':

Flats native Veal

V

Clvo

TAB

letter has been received' by
friends In this city from tle wife of

'

CM Keep

The banks of the city have decided
GROCER AND BUTCHER,
here and of recent years a groc
that, beginning July 15th, they will
er's clerk in the Duke city, is a very open at 10 o
clock, instead pi at a
Phone 144 and 145
clock as heretofore. The reason
for the change Is that so large a volume of the banking business comes
The best draft beer In the city. At
through the mails that there Is not
tTm to work over the mail before op The Lobby, of course.
ening the doors. After opening, the
Straight Guggenheim rye served
Interruption, incident to waiting upon
patrons, is too great to permit f the over the bar at the Antlers.
THAT MAKE LIFE proper handling of the mall mutter.
Opening at 10 a. m. la a universal
custom with banks throughout the
and ha& long been in vogue
A LITTLE MORE country,
both in Albuquerque anfl El

The First National Bank

.

Bridge Street.

HOME

Get Our Prices before buying.

.

Ieft,

Word comes from Albuquerque that
Louis Tripp, a former railroad brake-ma-

If you can persistently lay aside a certain
portion of your savings each week or month,
there is no doubt about you being a success
financially.
This Bank will help you to make the test,
and furnish a safe depository for your funds,
interest at 4 per cent on time deposits;
witlj

Phone Main 21

LUSAUEKS IN

ALFALFA. HAY and O It A IN, BULK SEEDS
VEHICLES IMPLEMENTS and WAGONS.

'

Caoi You Save Money?

LAS .VEGAS.

at Nalette'a barber

er.

If you want to know whether you are destined to be a success or failure financially,
you can easily find out.

OF

tie best

o

A Simple Test

H. O. DROWN TRADING CO.,

s

should have had an installation of Norman Skinner.
officers, lut as Dr. Wm. P. Mills was
Any suit In the house, Alfred Benabsent on a call, the installation was
jamin
Included; in colors, blues and
postponed. A splendid banquet had blocks. All
go at the same money,
been prepared, which all enjoyed.
$11.00.
G--et

Las Vegas Roller Mills
Phone

-

us your order

Las Vegas Greenhouses

PImna KJatn 10

The $2.50 kind,
The $2.00 kind,

The f 1.35 kind,

$1.50
.

.

1.25

.

QQo

PERRY ONION, Prop. Phone Main 276

grescro, Distshera and Hsksra

,

J.

M. SEC 1ST A.,

car,!3 1 and illustrator.
Cartand
of Practical Ideas.

Commercial Designer
Suggester
tinctive and Effective Designs. Phone

188

Original
Main.'

"
Dis-- .

Tiie Boston Clotliiiig Bouse
M.GREENBERGER, Prep.

